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Joycelyn Elders Highlights Lecture Series
Former U.S. Surgeon General Urges Students To Get Involved In National Health Issues
drums which faces our society
according to her is that alNews Editor
though most people want complete health care coverage, they
This past Thursday, February are not willing to pay for it.
6th, Trinity College hosted Dr.
Elders set down three imporJoycelyn Elders, former Surgeon tant elements about health care
General of the U.S. Public in the U.S.: We have the best sick
Health in the Washington care system in the world; we
Room of Mather Campus Cen- have the best doctors, nurses,
ter as part of the College's "Sci- and hospitals in the world; and
ence and Public Policy" lecture we are on the cutting edge of
series.
research and technique.
In the heavily attended event
The obstacle to better health,
entitled "Science and Health she claims, is that despite the
Care: Medicine in the 21st Cen- fact that it is estimated that 20%
tury", Elders spoke about the of our nation's GDP will be
problems facing the nation's spent on health care by the year
health system and stressed pre- 2000, we have no system in
vention and education as the place to distribute the services.
keys to reforming the current
The results are plain to see:
trend of poor health in the na- The U.S. Ranks sixth in life extion.
pectancy for white women, the
"Nothing is more important longest-living of all categorized
than our health, but we often people; we are 21st in the infant
don't think about it until it's mortality rate; we have the
gone," said Elders. She commu- highest teenage pregnancy rate
nicated that we as Americans in the world; and 43 million of
tend to lay too much stress on our citizens have no health insick care and not enough on surance, 75 percent of whom
BY
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One of the major conun-
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Former U.S. Surgeon General, Dr. Joycelyn Elders addresses a crowd during the
annual Martin Luther King Jr. Day symposium.
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lawyers a while back, Elders recalls, she asked them if every
American shouldhave the right

that right?'. To this, Elders reHer point was that since lawmarked, if every criminal has yers are policy workers, while
the right to a lawyer, why doctors are always busy healing
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see LECTURE
on page nine

Eating Disorder Awareness SG A Investigates
Week Begins With Lecture Marriott's Future

will spend the equivalent of a need to get 3,000 children to
year and a half watching tele- start smoking a day in order to
News Writer
vision ads alone. "The con- replace all their dead customsumer is not paying for the ers," Kilbourne stated.
"Since 90% of all smokers
Last week the Eating Con- product, but for the i mage in the
cerns Committee sponsored ad," said Kilbourne. "Although start before the age of 18, cigaEating Disorder Awareness everyone swears they don't pay rette advertising is blatantly diWeek and planned numerous attention and the ads don't af- rected toward young children,"
activities to educate the Trinity fect them, sales trends show said Kilbourne. She believes
' the best example of this is, "Old
community about this sensitive that is just not true."
"1 think that the media is one Joe" the cartoon camel, "who is
issue. To kick off the week, Jean
Kilbourne gave a lecture en- of the primary causes of eating as recognizable to American six
titled "Deadly Persuasion: Ad- disorders in America. Jean year-olds as is Mickey Mouse."
Kilbourne also pointed out
vertising and Addiction" in Kilbourne confirmed this idea
McCook Auditorium on Febru- and made me realize just how that Camel has even gone so far
much all our lives are affected as to put coupons for free packs
ary 3.
Kilbourne is a nationally rec- by images we see in advertis- in kid-oriented magazines with
the suggestion that if they have .
ognized speaker who is espe- ing," said Jessica Polin '99.
The first part of Kilbourne's any trouble redeeming them, to
cially popular on college
campuses. Her lecture was ap- presentation focused on the ask a kindly older person to
propriate because eating disor- dangers of cigarette smoking help them out.
To target women the cigarette
ders are extremely common at and the tobacco industry's
colleges and universities. "One hugely successful ad cam- companies often play of the naout of every five young women paigns. According to Kilbourne tions obsession with thinness,
in America is struggling with these campaigns basically aim Kilbourne believes. " Many
an eating disorder," according to to get people not to switch women use cigarettes as a
brands, as the companies say, means of weight control by
Kilbourne.
smoking instead of eating when
The average American sees but to start smoking.
"The
tobacco
companies
see WEEK on page seven
1500 advertisements a day and
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A Trinity student goes lu
Washington to lobby in
favor of blind right*Re"ad about the expenence

•: According to the: report if
-Marriot fails to meet the:
News Editor
• committee's recornendatipns,
•the contract between Trinity
: The Student Govefhrrieht and. Marriott could bevtermi-.':
Association (SG A) is currently • • • • • n a t e i j L ' , •.-..;. .:• . ' . : • J \ :
in the process of performing an
^'Though a change in service
myestigationihto the Marriott plans is an option, it would
Food Service:' Aceprdingto the-i:: only happen if Marriott abspSG\A;:Miilutes;for Febfuary':3, • Tutely rd.uses t o cpoppra te,"
the:'$tudent Life Corhrhittee; :' said MacDonald; "and in the
chaired £y Nate MacDonald '•',• end I believe that things wilt
'97, "will be looking at how : work but" :
much students get charged,
"We think we might be-get-the magnitude of the mark-up, : : ting ripped off," states SG A,
food problems, and the actual President Paxton Pro vitera '97,
cost of thefood." / • . : : "and if: this is the case, either
: "The.•': investigation' • was- Marriott will come into comStarted because when the SG A- pliance
with our
went but and talked' to stu- recomeridations, or they will
dents, we: got the feeling that be terminated."
the students yere unhappy • The central: element to the
with Marript; ;Not only do they complaint with Marriott rethink the pfices are ridiculous, : : volyes around the price of the
but theyalsp want a some kind ; -service, especially regarding
of declining: balance so that transfers to the Cave and the
when they rnissameal they do ; . ' : . ' . B i s t r o . ' , . , - - " ' '.- . " : : . / .,- •'•••".^
not lodse their rrieal," said:
"We need to Icnbw if the
MacDonald. ;
•• ••;•
see SGA on page nine,
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T
Tripod interviewer goes
one on one with
Joycelyn Elders. Read
the interview in its entirety......
10
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Mens squash splits
matches leaving men
ranked #2 nationally.
Read the story of their
game........
24
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At Trinity
I l l

Our Minds, Our Bodies
There is no doubt as to the effect college has on our minds; we
come here in intellectual pursuit. What is the effect on our bodies? This past week we were inundated with information on various health topics - a blood drive, Eating Disorder Awareness
Week, and Jocelyn Elder's visit to campus. This prompts the question: Can we take care of ourselves? Have we been equipped with
the necessary knowledge to maintain our health? Although we
may not realize it now in our youth, we will learn as we age that
our heath is sacred.
However, we push ours bodies to the limit. Unsafe sex, anorexia, sleep deprivation, alcohol use - excessive at times, and things
much worse are widespread and apparent across campus. We
are told time and time again what is bad for us.Even though we
are educated of the risks and have good intentions, we too often
cross the line. It is easily forgotten that one small moment of careless behavior can lead to a lifetime of disappointments. Sometimes a habit, perhaps one we are unaware of at the time, builds
itself up far past our capacity to deal with it by ourselves.
We can be told on a daily basis about the many ways we can
abuse ourselves, and we can choose to ignore common sense just
as often. If wespent as much time worrying about how we feel as
we do about obtaining short-lived pleasure, we would be happier and healthier in the long run. Someday in the future, our
college escapades will be a fleeting memory. Hopefully we won't
be paying a price for them.

vmv
Anthony Lowenterg '97

Ernesto C Angtiilla <99

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I watched the sun set from a room in Jarvis. It was magnificent. In Hartford, the sun sets in the West beyond the employee
parking lot, Summit Street, Zion Street, and beyond that mysterious hill. I've seen some phenomenal sunsets in Hartford; each
one, West of Trinity.
It's unfortunate that we don't get to see the sun that often during the winter in Connecticut. What is most unfortunate is that
when the sky is clear, and we can watch the sun set, it is only the
students who live facing Summit Street that have a view. If the
sun set to the East of Trinity, our college experience would be
very different. The sun would set beyond the Bishop, over the
green (sports) fields, and through the Elms. The walk down the
Long Walk towards dinner in Mather would be a celebration, free
to all students, alt. Beverage unnecessary. Needless to say, the sun
will never set to the East of Trinity.
I was born and raised in a land where the sun is worshipped
by those who live there. There too, the sun sets in the West...over
the sea. The architecture of my homeland is centered around the
sun, focussing the citizens attention on its beauty and power. Forgive me, but I do not understand Trinity's design. The.magnificent Gothic buildings that are Seabury, Northam, and Jarvis, for
all their splendor, have their back to the magic of twilight time.
In the Trinity College Bulletin, there is a chapter called "History of the College." Although the paragraph about the architect
employed to design Trinity's campus, William Burges, (a "distinguished English architect"), is brief, it was my impression that
the sun was never an integral factor in the design of the campus.
Burges had designed a campus with a completely enclosed quadrangle. If his plan had worked, there would be an additional series of Gothic buildings running North to South on the East side
of the Quad. However, due to financial problems, Trinity was
unable to complete Burges' design. Sometime between the
completion of Northam Towers (1881) and the completion of the
Chapel (1932), it was evident that one side of the enclosed quad
would have to remain open.
Looking back upon such a time, 1 only wish that the forefathers of Trinity could have realized their financial dilemma. Perhaps they would have chosen to leave the West side open. I can
only imagine what that would have been like.
I have an utmost amount of respect for Burges. I find that living among his romantic architecture is exhilarating, even inspirational. There is nothing like a trip to the Chapel Gardens, and
the view of Northam Towers from the Lower Long Walk is most
impressive. His grand buildings remind me of how youthful and
small I really am. Imagine how perfect it could have been if the
sun and Burges had the opportunity to work together. Each night
our sun would be set gracefully down against our towers and
trees. However, not all is in the set. Maybe Burges liked a good
sun rise.
Sincerely,
Leah Kalayjian
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Nicholas Moreliead
History majors take note. Not
all of the lessons from World
War Two are in the books yet. It
has been a mere fifty two years
and change since the war has
ended, yet still today the ramifications are being felt; aftershocks from the most
destructive man made earthquake ever. World War II ended
with many secrets - maybe one
day people will be able to read
about all of them. Until then, we
should remember that while
' history revises itself, and the
facts can't help debate the truth,
a rumor isn't a rumor if it
doesn't die.
There were many sides to this
war. To see it in hindsight as
merely us against them is narrow minded. The reality was
many roles played by many
countries. It seems now that the
role we have assumed for at least
one of them, Switzerland, must
be re-examined if the world is to
ever fully understand the nature of such a conflict.
In the war, Switzerland was
officially neutral. There is much
to be said for neutrality. While
it can of course be admirable to
stick up for the side which you
believe in, it takes great strength
of a different kind to remain
impartial to the conflicts of this
world. Neutral or partial, I believe there is a time for each.
Switzerland to me was always

OPINION
of them. It does not take a brain
surgeon, detective, or historian
to know what those documents
were all about.
The story has since broke all
over the world. As a result, three
Swiss banks have set up a seventy million dollar fund for victims of the Holocaust. That is
the price the Swiss pay not to
ease the suffering of Holocaust
victims, but to rebuild their
own diminished integrity.
Switzerland not only played
the role of Hitler's banker during the war, but they just got
caught trying to cover their ass.
For the Swiss, this is undoubtedly a time for rethinking their
own identity . How can they
not? They are waking up to an
amended history, a history
which casts Switzerland under
a different banner, and describes them with different
words.
History is just fairy tales
without the dragons. Fairy tales
have morals. So does history. We
are encouraged to remember
the Holocaust so that it may
never happen again. What then
can be learned from this most
recent chapter? Although this
topic dates back to a dark time
for humanity, I see this story,
and its front page status, as ultimately encouraging. How can
we always remember something we don't even fully know
about? The point is that we
can't. We would only be remembering a mere half truth.
If nothing more than a seventy million dollar piece of the
puzzle, then let these actions of
Swiss banks be both understood for the motives with

spected, before I even understood why. Now it seems that
such noble neutrality was mere
dressing on some stinky Swiss
cheese.
As the true nature of the Nazi
party's intention started to become apparent, many Jews understandably decided to put
their means into some kind of
safe keeping until the war was
over. As the financial beacon of
Europe, and as a neutral country in the war, many people
looked towards Switzerland to
hold their money. Exactly who
and how much seems to be an
enigma, but the newspapers
quote the overall value to be as
high as hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Herein lies part of the problem at large. It has been fifty
years. And so now as the press
hears the call, a call made numerous times before by the
World Jewish Congress, a call to
reveal the records which pertain to these funds of Holocaust
victims, Switzerland turns a
self-interested ear.
Swiss banks have claimed
records lost, suspicions preposterous, and even so much as a
conspiracy based motive by
Jewish organizations. It seemed
to be word against word until an
employee working late one
night at Switzerland's largest
bank accidentally stumbled in
,9f a j ^ l o w e ^ a j ^ ^ h a ^ d at,
ie war "ThfemftMR grtouM work collecting overtime. He
was something I always re- was shredding documents; lot's back; belated, but welcome.

For Gregory

ON LOCATION: THE UNDERGROUND
WHAT IS YOUR SMOOTHEST
VALENTINE'S DAY MANEUVER?
LEAH KALAYJIAN '97

"This Guy!!"

Itookoff
Silent and lonely
an oiive tree
stood
facing
grass rims merge with
salty water.
He pointed at a
rattlesnake
following my shadow
dancing,
while the Summer gods
bowed
for the olive tree
with dry leaves
leaving a greasy stain
on my palm.
-M
Nocturne #3

ABRAHAM PADILLA

"Slide up next to a lady
and put my arm around
her."

JOHN BLAZIER '99

"One should bring a rose
in their teeth to their
sweetheart every day of
the year"

Your eyes melting
sweetest wax from my
tears. Si supieras,
my smile on leash
your words
shaking sounds,
beating chest oh mine.
Si supieras.
Laughter combing deep
past pains.
Hair like sweet nectar.
Si supieras.
Como me sentf, ayer
Durante la noche,
cuando
la luna ladraba

esos escuchando
estrellas
and it felt alright,
en la noche, cuando todo,
aun los arboles
estaban durmiendo.
-Jesus Grew Heroin
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Think About It...
By
Paul DiGiacomo
This is an article that I have been wanting to write for a long
time. Now seems as an appropriate time as any to espouse my
views regarding the relationship between science and the
pseudo-sciences. I have long been amazed at many people's fervent confidence in beliefs such as astrology, creationism, palmistry, mystical energy and other things of the same general
character. My confusion stems from the ability of very intelligent people to place faith in systems of belief that I find incredibly devoid of any factual basis. To be sure, over the last two
years, my thinking has taken a decidedly deterministic and
physical turn. I suppose one could say that it almost borders on
empiricism. It is from this vantage point, though, that I End
these types of pseudo-sciences rather flawed
I have often been chided for my almost total insistence that
any phenomenon have a rational and physical explanation. 1
realize that this type of stance closes some avenues of thought,
but I don't think that the avenues closed to me are anything but
dead ends.Dead ends in the sense that they will not lead toany
new knowledge or insight about our world or ourselves. I am
often countered with the reply of, "Science can't explain everything." So it can't, at least not right now. However, I see no limits
to the power of scieatific investigation towardsansweringquestions we have about ourselves and our world. We no longer believe that the Earth is the center of the universe, that species
were created in their exact form by some Higher Intelligence, or
that we house a non corporeal soul tha t defines our uniqueness
as human beings. All of these things that we no longer hold
true, we did just a short time ago. They were answers to some
fundamental questions we had about our origins and our place
in the universe..
Apparently curiosity is a fundamental human quality (perhaps it is even common to all intelligent life). This curiosity
inevitably leads to questions for which we desire answers. Unfortunately, the answers, the correct answers, are not always
readily apparent For example, questions regarding the situation of the Earth in relation to the rest of the universe have long
been extant. Answers to these questions probably were stapplied
shortly after the questions were realized. However, it did take a
significant amount of time for the right answer to be discovered, much less accepted. Right now we certainly do not have
all the answers we desire. I find it more comforting to believe
ickonf to my curiosity."
Astrology attempts to answer fundamental questions about
pur unique personalities and character This seems to be a very
deep seeded question; why are our emotional, social and intellectual facets the way they are? Astrology attempts to answer
this by positing a relationship between the spatial location and
arrangement of the planets and stars at varying times. A typical rebuke to my indignant disbelief is that astrology does have
a scientific basis. Invariably the example oC the moon's gravitaional influence upon the tides on Earth is invoked as an example of a celestial body's direct and indisputable influence
upon something upon this planet This statement is generally
followed by the claim that since humans are roughly 75% water, then the moon must have some effect on us as well. Of course,
a specific effect is never articulated.
\
The moon does have an effect upon the tides.- 'However; the
inability to explain what this effect actually is, or how it can
plausibly translate to effects- upon human psyche, does not deter those determined to believe. As the moon moves around the
Earth it has the effect of concentrating a tidal bulge on Earth
perpendicular to the moon's position. How this mechanism
translates into an effect upon personality; I have no idea.; Yet
there must besoine'explanation as to how the arrangement of
celestial "bodies can physically interact with us to produce an
effect If my designation as a Leo is to haveahy real meaning for
my 'psyche,' than some physical process must account for this.
As such, this mechanism should be able to be discovered.
1 don't mean to single out astrology and pick only on it, for 1
also have serious problems with some of other the systems of
he'ipf mentioned ibov™ Astro'o'vvsiinr;1 vserved a<= a x'<"*ful '•x:c\.;au- <:.o'.-.'Lc.Ut» r".cc(. nm be I'pj'indH si'ni-y in i h . ' s c i ' i ' o j
I or e.\cUvi"Ji*. '0 L*at: . i ^ v t '\ c '.••jniii:.',i> : : r.iir. •"]•(.• pn.-.r •<••
\Vf.:!d Wai II ;>r.r ".VCULCI V..i:ir v c•'•m-i;.1 d.,ciru-iv.i li,;;u \.\<i

>;u I.ILJ.'.T |.<.'1IIU-X&L: .v.'d -xns'viy t "^..tiv! N.t all i•v-.'st.£.-.r:o:i -".r \."S\<-t n .is: rv^eocl \ia «<•:• iut On.* •nu>t only K- ...ihiii :i i' :u i lij-1.! LKC l,nvs> "-< uv.-.e h:^ ~.v.z ."i- t \ .vhei ;r^ •osi-ij;
'•.sslly i-loscd :hcii we rr..iiur:ur ! ".ar O P K a "k)Mc;i' raa":
oan prH;uv an i-tk-c: . w . i - d u n : qi* -.: j n . c-'frcNj T'^i: ,:.<•
v.i In this rcj;j.:v! 1 h..'.\ t v pi ^v-.-.-is wuti as'ioi.iav IUJ C.V
Ci-^JorlVk1 nw.th •.: u K.IOI u p p c r r a : b y n..t 1 asrrolo^ywe:?
•udcieril v i^ii.L'liihv.'d ;L-J \d\ul.-.. inituic di&jLphiic I would :-kc
ai>.' multiple, nraiuall/ i;x'.lliiivc sysr^.n^ A a^trc-lo^y, IWO:K
to be validated ?r.icnni:cally mrans the mviliiiatinii of t u- i>chrrs I find it more sensible i" consider them ail -albc jnlil \. roven
differently
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Passing Thoughts: From O J To J.S. Mill
him. Not because 1 support the
politically correct movement Opinion Writer
1 still write gender biased papers- but because 1 believe in
Considering the state of some fundamentalsconcerning
American politics, and for that democracy and democracy in
matter, the general perception America as we have instituted it.
that American culture, if there 1 believe in the individual. In
is one, is inferior to that of our the notion that each one of us
more homogeneous ancestors, I blessed with life has the capacguess I shouldn't have been sur- ity to reach great heights. 1 beprised last night to watch the lieve injohn Stuart Mill's theory
television screen split enabling which teaches us that progress
its American viewers, like me, to is made only through the marlisten to the State of the Union ketplace of ideas and the peraddress while watching the OJ petual increase of its inputs
Simpson verdict come in. Yes, 1 mandates progression of its outsuppose the Simpson trial rep- puts.
resents a momentous occasion
Accordingly, the more dive rse
in our nations history, after all the environment in which we
it is the first time a person who live the larger the capacity we
after being judged innocent of have to achieve greatness. The
murder in a criminal court has problem, personified by the OJ
been proven guilty of malice, Simpson trial, is that in the
intentional harm in a civil court same way that a diverse, free
and consequently stripped of environment yields limitless
his life time's earnings as com- opportunity conversely it can
pensation. Frankly, the impli- fall victim to the competition
cations we can make from this between its participants. As we
display of "lawful justice" scare all know this competition is real
me and should serid/shivers and intense - be it getting in to
down the spine of even the most •college, finding a job, beating
bitter critic of our democratic- • your competitor in sales, writcapitalistic system. At the same ing a better book, looking better,
time that President Clinton or winning an election - there is
charged us with the responsi- no free ride in America. In the
bility of leading our country in face of thiscompetition we form
excellence during his tenure groups to compensate for our
and through the next century, 1 individual ineffectiveness.
am drearily reminded that the These groups, which most potool we employ and which we litical theorists think of as, an
depend to guide and lead us into ominous and involuntary effect
the next century is in serious of democracy, can ultimately be
need of repair and regardless of our downfall. Case and point how itis fixedl am,not sure that the O.j. trial.
anyone even remembers how to
In the case of OJ we have two
use it effectively anymore.
of the largest groups in America
President Clinton saidduring represented. These groups are
organized
through
his address that our diversity is not
our biggest strength. I believe grassroot campaigning, politiB Y E. THAYER SYLVESTER

cal impetus, or religious faith,
hut membership is determined
by birth. Let there be no doubt
- in America you are either
black or white. The theory goes
that precipitated by your color,
in fair your ethnicity- skin, hair,
features etc., there exist a host
of stereotypes regarding your
background, capabilities that
are used as criterion for judgment of your character. The
point is, 1 am tired of these racial implications. I am sick of
judging, and I am sick of our
fighting. I wait for us to effectively use our diversity as an asset instead of a detriment.
At the same time, I wonder if
this racial fight is ready to be
over. I wonder, if as a white person with a very fortunate background it is easy for me to
believe that this fight has been
fought. I, after all, do not make
judgments or assumptions
based on a persons race, my
friends and family don't, the
people at school and work don't
either- consequently I have
started believing that enough is
enough of this racial nonsense
- let us use our powers in more
constructive ways. Yes, it is true
that there are an disproportionate large number of black men
in prison, but that is a result of
economic and urban demographics, and it would be ridiculous to make some
judgment about the AfricanAmerican race based on that
fact. Yes, white people were at a
time guilty of a "black inferior"
ideology 7 but 1 don't think that
type of widespread racism exists anymore, and if it does it
does not have the same impact
on society that it had in the past.
This country does not resemble

ideas it's no wonder I have faith
in our future. In the same manner, it is no wonder nothing is
getting done.
The problem is, we're stuck. I
don't know if we need more
time, frankly I don't know what
will get the ball rolling. Right
now it is as if we are trying to
shape us round so we will roll,
but we are too busy being
scared of each other to do any
moving.
I hate the OJ trial because it
constantly reminds me that before we even think about policy
making we have to get past "this
race thing." Even though evidence suggests that OJ is guilty,
it is as if the racial tensions in
America are so taught that as a
heterogeneous society we can't
risk the consequences of a
guilty verdict. Instead, it is acceptable, in today's politically
correct world, to exchange
money for freedom. As if living
without a fortune is any retribution for murder. Concerning
what this says of our civilized
America, when I'm looking
down our racial facade I see
promising but presently dysfunctional potential.

the country of 100,50, or even
30 years ago upon which.we
base our racial fight. There is no
longer a white majority, there
are almost as many Hispanics
as African-Americans as
Asians as white people in most
of the cities of this union. Sure,
the hick racist in Alabama exists, but is he really a threat anyway?
Any educated,
contributing member of this
society, thus any competitor, regardless of whether he mingles
socially with other ethnic
groups understands the value of
diversity and the importance of
equal opportunity.
In my mind - there will be no
reverting to the America of old,
and while we are abandoning
ideologies of the past we should
abandon the fears that inspired
those ideologies. The days of exclusive elitism are indeed over.
Anyone looking for a homogeneous culture which honors
nepotism had best catch the
next boat to China or France
because even though America
was founded by a bunch of
white, racist, exploitative Europeans that is not our country
today. Take a look around you,
every color in the rainbow, size
on the measuring tape, language, heritage and culture surround us. This, my friends, is
the largest and longest running
experiment in democracy. We,
as a country, are not so young
anymore. People know about us,
depend on us, are even scared of
u s ,
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: iWe-tmay be'"crazy f^ing
Americans" but we are the
coolest cats around. With every
possible combination of race,
culture, religion on earth here to
increase the marketplace of

I'd like to see us move away
from any type of system that is
motivated by racial factors. Perhaps I am an idealist, but I don't
think so. I just think it takes a
lot for people to remember that
this America we set up is the
best alternative available, and it
is only through the combined
actions of each individual from
every race on earth that we will
begin to make our stay a pleasant even enjoyable one- so
please, if you are just along for
the ride, get of f now there is a lot
of work to do.

Reflections Upon Anorexia and Eating Disorders at Trinity
To The Editor,
I find it quite ironic, that during this week, this week known
as Eating Disorders Awareness
Week, that my anorexic tendencies have worsened. Yes, I have
once again succeeded in starving myself. Before this, it was a
monthly problem. I would not
eat right for a few days and then,
1 would feel guilty and return to
my regular pattern. Yet, this
time, I am more committed
that 1 ever have been before. To
make.it more buarre, I have
watched my friends deal with
bulimia and anorexia and
thought that it won't happen to
me. That I am fine the way I am.
Well, it has happened and I am
not fine. You are probably wondering, why? Why would
someone, a woman, do this to
herself? Well, I will tell you
why and more.
I find it more than disturbing
that the women who participate in such eating disorder activities and programs are the
very ONES who are thin. It insults me that they can flaunt
their thinness in front of me but
still tell me to.eat properly and
not to exercise too much. Their
image is already near-perfect, if
not perfect. They already fit the
" ideal mold but they want to
deny me of my ideal. Perhaps,
some of them have experienced
and endured their own disorders with eating but 1 doubt that
they are less happy now than
before, Honestly, would you
trade the body you have now for
the one you had then? Hell, no.

You love yourself now and have
more confidence because you
feel alive, physically and sexually.
'
Of course, other than those
women on the committees,
there is the general Trinity College female population. Oh, yes.
They are the fifth most beautiful college women in the United
States. Yep, they rank right up
there and I bet that I am not included in that elite group. (I
guess that you, boys, should be
happy with your collegiate
choice.) Living in this plethora
of "models" is quite difficult for
an intelligent woman like myself. While my heart, mind and
soul may be beautiful, I believe
that few, if any, male on this
campus would tell me that I am
attractive and desirable. Why
would I be? I can not match the
outer beauty, or the very slim
bodies, of my female counterparts.
So, confronted with this daily
insult, I only see one thing.
And, that one thing haunts me
every day, every night, everywhere I go. A svelte body.
Without it, every one of my
actions is inhibited. 1 can't dress
the way 1 really want or if I do, I
am more than self-conscious. I
hate buying clothes because
I don't want to try them on and
see the number that defines my
body. I can't dance certain
moves because my clothes may
move up or down and show my
despised body. I dread when
(more likely, if) a male touches
me and runs his hands over my
body. 1 feel that he will see or

touch that unflattering part of
me and run away, disgusted.
That which I yearn for is denied.
How can 1 justify to myself
why I should eat "healthy"?
Why should I? What will it do?
It will weigh on my conscious
and deny me of the happiness
that I seek. It will tease and torture me. By eating,! contribute
to my own lack of confidence.
By starving, I know that I am
changing, improving.
After all, people notice it.
Someone will say, "Gosh, you
look great. Have, you lost
weight?" Another will mention,
"Damn, you look so much better lately, Really, you do." I
guess you get the hint. We promote each other's actions. Our
words, your words mean so
much to someone like me, a
woman. Compliment or not, it
is a reminder of my body and its
less than perfect image. Yeah, it
encourages me to continue. It
forces me to pass your expectations and to reach my own.
While anorexia may be morally wrong to you, it is fine by
me. It is my choice. You have
no right to tell me how to live.
You are not the one living my
life, feeling rejection, lacking
confidence, and feeling others'
eyes judging me and my body.
Now, I've said it. I have told
you why with hopes that you
will not judge me nor my
choice. I have told you so that
you can check your own hypocrisy about this complicated issue. I know what I'm doing. Do
you?
—Anonymous

To the Editor,

. . .

I didn't really think about
my body and weight until I
came toTrmity.Freshmen year
t put it on: the freshman 15. It
may have been more like
twenty. In a matter of weeks
everything began to fit Lighter.
I could no longer wear my 9/
10 jeans, 1 went home for reading week and everybody noticed. My family noticed and
did not hesitate to remark:
"Look at your butt, Looks like
you've been spending too
much time at dinner." So, I
came back to school and finally took a trip to the gym.
By the end of the summer, I
had lost 10 pounds. 1 was almost there again. I worked out
a lot that summer, and during
m'y sophomore year as well. I
took aerobics class all of first
semester, and then- body mechanics the next semester. I
wasdetermined to keep off the
weight, and I did, I didn't gain
one single pourid my entire
sophomore year 1 was so proud.
The summer after • my
sophomore year I did it! Not
onlydid \ loose ten pounds, I
was a workout guru, i walkedfor miles in the century's hottest heat wave, I would pinch
my stomach and was ecstatic
that I couldn't pull an.inch. 1
couldn't wait to get back to
Trinity with my hew and slim
body. When September rolled
around/everyone, remarked on
h'ow g'ood'I looked. Now, I Io6k
good. But,, as the year pro-;
greased, I put:the weight back

on. This past Summer was the
first time 1 threw up. I wasn't
happy with my body. 1 hated
my thighs, my hips, my butt,
and even my chubby arms. I
worked out, but nothing
seemed to change. If anything,
I felt like I was gaining weight.
The. only reason 1 didn't throw
up my lunch is that there were
always too many people
around. The scary thing is that
I felt good about it. I felt like 1
was saving myself from the
calories and grams of fat. I
loved how easy it was to make
myself throw up.
I didn't do it for that long. I
guess I stopped because 1 knew
the harm 1 would invoke on
myself itl continued. But, once
last semester, I almost threw up
a cookie. Hooked at the cookie
and startedtd cry. I wanted to
throw up everything that was
- ugly about me: my thighs, my
' hips, ray butt. V couldn't. I
• knew that cookie had nothing
,to do with why I was feeling
I believe thatonce a bulimic,
always a bulimic. What'is so
crazy Is I only obsess afeotjit my
body'when I am at Trinity. 1 go
home and rarely think about
food. What is also sad is. that 1
know six other Trinity women
who .have done it, who have
thrown up. 1 encourage :t.hose
of you whtt have done it or
think about doing it to simply
talk about it with, someone
. There is nacre to life than berag'thirt, , ; " •
"-Anonymous
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TV has been described as everything from a harmless distraction for the kids, to the devil in disguise. What does the
content of today's shows and ads say about our mentality as college students and the image of America we receive?

B Y ELVIRA EICHLEAY

'97

Respondent

When I was growing up, there were
some nonnegotiable rules placed upon
my head. No hitting your brother, make
your bed every morning, come back
home when it starts to get dark, and only
one hour of TV. a day. These rules were
strictly enforced by my mother, and the
last was by far m y least favorite, as it was
the only one that was next to impossible
to break. I could always slap my brother
when my mom turned her head, throw
my comforter over my non tucked-in
sheets, go next door for dinner (which
was inevitably later than nightfall,) but
what if I wanted to watch Scooby-Doo
and The Smurfs? What about the MonChi-Chi's and the Care Bears? And 3-2-1
Contact was an hour long in itself. So, I
turned it on when my mom went out to
4%«S«§«»i«iaiS.' wk&p., s,h.e had a,
doctor's appointment, when I had a
babysitter, and whenever else I could
without having those minutes count towards my hour quota. And 1 always considered myself a deprived child,
Maybe I was, maybe 1 wasn't, but now
that I'm able to watch T.V. whenever 1
want, I realize how little there is to
watch. Oi course, there are programs 1
watch religiously, but with cable,! have
a good 50 channels at my disposal, and
it is rare that I turn on the tube and find
something that can hold my attention.
What is more interesting than the programs themselves are the commercials
which take up a good 40% of the viewing time in any hour anyway. Commercials, in my opinion, are the most
influential medium alive today. Not only
do they reach more people than a magazine ad or a billboard might, but they
promote more products.
The truly amazing thing about commercials is that even if you get up to get
something to drink, to use the bathroom,
or to call your neighbor on the phone
during the break, you inevitably catch
the first few seconds of the first ad, or the
last few of the last one. And that's what

commercials are all about - soundbytes.
in formaMori- crusade has! fe stered in bur
Little jingles and images that stick in
culture and is treating not just our walyour head, so that when you're in the
lets but our individual spirit; This
kitchen with the refrigerator door open,
"Mystery Mart1* is confident that "there
getting that glass of juice you've been
is nothing that his box can't do." it is
thinking about, you can hear the frogs
capable of molding the minds of the
saying, "Bud - Weis - Er," and you may
vulnerable; and once the.trance has set
reach for a bottle instead of the juice. And
in, to lead them off the couch, to the
this is their mission, to manipulate the
bank, mall, dressing room, and finally,
hordes of vulnerable people who are
register. If this not so hidden agenda is
glued to the screen.
reached, we wiil all want the same
clothes, car, shoes, '(and to take it even
But, not only do commercials lead you
farther) Ic-vers, friends and lifestyles: In
in the direction of material goods, but
thepresent. the television is the easiest
towards the image of perfection and
way for that ••Mystery- fvlan,":'who or
beauty as well. Commercials use attracBy J O E JLERNER ' 9 7
"whatever it may-be. to. steal the inditive men and women with beautiful bodvidual out of each pf us and install in,
ies and skin and hair, to make you feel
its place the consumer-junkie. There
even more vulnerable. (Of course what'
they don't tell you is that the image
.'.'•' AThe::Mystery rhan got nervous and are Ho "consumers ailpnymbus":meetyou're seeing is one woman's face that's
he fidgeted;arcjund at-bit. He; reached, lngs or hot lines to callfortelevision
been seriously airbrushed, another into the jjpeketof his mystery; robe and addicts.; These; types of dependencies
T
d
at a young age' so
woman's body that has been put through fe^pd^:^}:,.
Mow 1/
years of physical conditioning, and still
another woman's hair that has been
styled by a professional five minutes beforehand). They attempt to make you
want to lose weight, to have a flawless
face, perfectly white teeth. They strive to
make you get up and get that bag of
Doritos you bought yesterday, to make
i^^lpplIi^iJI^^lS^^^l^^^^^^^^pi
you covet the jeans on the girl in the new
Levi's commercial, to make you want the
new Bravada (the one that can talk to itself in purely technical terms) because
you want to be just like the happy people
in the picture. We all fall victim to it,
|u|||^''tJj||K|^^
whether y&vcte»s$.tfta4ni>tjit or not, W©-,
buy the most heavily advertised tampons and jeans, potato chips and drinks,
cars and insurance companies, which is
why the commercial industry continues
jfrb^
to grow.
we? ; ^atel3:^
I don't mean to suggest that all commercials have a strong negative influence on T.V. viewers, only that they do
have a powerful influence. (Even in that
:
one hour a day you may be watching
because your mom won't let you see any
more, or because you have to go study for
that Bio test.) Inevitably when someone
pops the tab on a Coke 1 think of the
jingle, "AlwaysCoca-Cola,"or talk about
jfji^l<:'^S$e!/;l^
my favorite Coke commercial, the one
with the Coke supplier that opens the
Pepsi case and all the cans come crash't|Qplpg^|ia£;r|®c3^tE^iS::';™
ing down on top of him. Most people
who watch any T.V. whatsoever can engage in this conversation with me. We've
got to be aware of how pervasive the
commercial medium is, and not capitulate to that material and physical vulnerability in each of us that these
commercials attempt to stir. And if that
girl's thighs look better in jeans than
yours do, don't buy the Doritos she's
holding in her hand.

/

side of me, the $100,000 college-educated side pf me, that knows it should
write of evils of television. I know I
should write of the dangerous messages
that television send to kids and of the
degradation of America's morals due to
television. 1 should write of the importance of books and the stimulation that
comes from good conversation. 1 should

• • , , • ; • . • - , . - . .
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"When / hit the
write that today's shows and advertisements portray a society obsessed with
violence, drugs, sex and Rebecca
BY CHARLOTTE WHITE ' 9 7
Aniston. 1 know what should be said, but
Respondent
I don't feel like saying it. Perhaps instead •
xny answer may be construed as that of
I must first preface my response by an "unconscious mind."
Why does the average American
stating that I feel this question is awatch
3 to 4,homs a day of television?,,,
dpuble-edged sword pf sorts. There is a _
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Trinity Student Leads Group
To Washington D.C. To Lobby
B Y JEREMY ROSENBERG

News Writer

Trinity student Marina
Eastham '99 led a nine student
delegation from Connecticut to
lobby for the blind in Washington, D.C for the week of January
31 to February 5. Eastham recently established the National
Association of Blind Students of
Connecticut (NABS), the first
ever student division of the
Connecticut affiliate of the National Federation of the Blind
(NFB). She arranged for seven
youths to attend the lobbying
effort in an attempt to encouraging young people to become
involved in our nation's legislative efforts and leadership.
Eastham has been a member
of the NFB for three years and
has been going to Washington
as a student delegate to lobby
for the NFB, "It is a very valuable
experience. I have been able to
learn the process of the government."
The blind population in the
U.S. is estimated to exceed
700,000. Fifty thousand
Americans become blind each
year. These numbers may not
seem too large, but the social
and economic consequences of
blindness directly touch the
lives of millions.
Public policies and laws that
result from misconceptions
ab out blindness or lack of information are of ten more limiting
than the loss of eyesight itself.
The Federation's leaders and the
vast majority of the members
are blind, but membership is
open to anyone.
NFB has been host of the
blind community's legislative
efforts for thirteen years. James
Gashel, NFB's Director of Governmental Affairs conducts

year long legislative efforts.
When session begins the
nation's blind leader's converge
on Washington to address the
most crucial issues for the blind
directly to Congress.
The blind community's priorities for the first session of the
105th Congress reflects an urgent need for action on three
specific areas. The first is the
amending of the Individuals
with Disabilities Act (IDEA) to
include provisions for strengthening programs of Braille literacy instruction. Goal Five of
the National Education Goals
declares that by the year 2000
"Every adult American will be
literate..." For blind people this
means having the ability to read
and write in Braille at a level of
proficiency. Without legislative
change today's blind children
will not be able to meet this national goal.
The second priority of the
NFB this year is to focus on the
Social Security earnings limit,
also known as the "retirement
test." This limit was recently
changed by Congress. The new
law, first taking effect in 1996,
provides a 1997 earnings exemption threshold of $13,500
and specifies five more annual
increases to reach an earnings
exemption of $30,000 in the
year 2002..
In making a case for this
change, advocates in Congress
explained that senior citizens in
greater numbers would now
have the opportunity to work,
earn, and pay taxes. In spite of
a law passed in 1977 creating a
logical and identical earnings
exemption threshold for blind
people and retirees, blind beneficiaries were excluded from
the new, mandatory raises in the
earnings exemption. At present
the earnings of a blind Ameri-

can must not exceed a strict
limit of $1,000 per month.
The final priority of the NFB
is to encourage Congress to enact legislation this year to reauthorize
the
existing
vocational rehabilitation program. Vocational rehabilitation
has been recognized as shared
federal and state responsibility
for 77 years, receiving broad bipartisan support in Congress
during each major review.
"It was very empowering to
see that something that I did
had an impact on Congress," she
continued, "It makes me feel
better about the system to see
that a private citizen could have
an impact if motivated. Since
most people are out of touch,
they do not realize that they
could make a difference."
Representative
Barbara
Kennelly 71, the ranking minority member on the Subcommittee on Social Security in the
House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means, introduced legislation on
Wednesday February 5 to
achieve linkage of the blind and
senior citizens for the Social Security Earnings Test. All of
these issues tie together. They
all address means of providing
the right skills and opportunity
for the blind to be productive,
working members of society.
Eastham said, "We plan to follow up on the issues that we
lobbied for with letters and
phone calls to push the bills
through faster."She was also
pleased that she was able to
bring this experience to other
people that are interested in lobbying for the blind, "I have been
going to Washington with the
NFB for three years. I was happy
to get other young people involved so that they can carry on
in the future."

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Gettysburg Fraternity Members Evicted From House
Members of the Phi Delta Theta fraternity house were evicted from their chapter
house, and forced to move into campus dorms over winter break, The Gettysburgian
reported. The decision to remove the brothers from their house, was handed down by the
administration following a violation of the school's alcohol policy which occurred last
semester. The Office of Residential Life, gave the brothers spring semester housing forms,
which allowed each of them to state their housing preference of buildings and rooms.
Because they had violated the school alcohol policy the brothers were given their rooms,
only after transfer students being readmitted, and students who had been abroad were
settled

Lewdness on the Long WaSk
On the night of the 3rd around 5:45pm, a female
student who was walking along the Long Walk had her
buttocks pinched by one or two persons in a group of six
nonstudents. The students immediately ran to Mather
Hall and reported the incident to Campus Safety.
Hartford Police was also notified and responded. The six
young men were caught running though the Buildings
and Grounds parking lot towards New Britain Ave. and
one of the members, a fifteen year old, admitted to having
touched the student. He was then referred to juvenile
court on the charge of sexual assault in the fourth degree.

Misguided School Spirit
Last Tuesday night in the midst of the snow and sleet
we received, a student driver behind the wheel of a
Campus Safety shuttle lost control of the vehicle and
struck the Trinity College sign behind the Life Science
Center. There were no injuries to the driver. The vehicle,
however, suffered a flat tire.

Athletic Supporters?
Around 5:00pm also on Tuesday night, six juveniles
were asked by Campus Safety officers to leave Ferris
Athletic Center. They departed but returned almost
immediately. At this point, the Hartford Police
Department was summoned. All the perpetrators were
brought to their parents and will be referred to juvenile
court for trespassing.

Party Pepper
During the party in the Cave on the night of the 8th,
a nonstudent got involved in an argument with a Trinity
student around 12:30am. The nonstudent was asked to
leave by Campus Safety. It was reported that he then
began mouthing off to the officer and made an 'aggressive
move' towards him. The officer then made use of his
pepper spray, and the perpetrator was subdued. The
nonstudent was then arrested by Hartford Police and
charged with breach of peace, interfering with a police
officer, and criminal trespassing. Neither the offender nor
the Campus Safety officer who was also hit by the pepper
spray required medical attention.

Drunk Freshman
On the same night, a Trinity student was found in a
bathroom of Little. The student was reportedly heavily
intoxicated and was transported to Hartford Hospital.
The student was released following treatment for alcohol
poisoning.

Shuttle Service Expanded
The internship shuttle provided by the College
through AA has been expanded to account for the
increased demand of students doing internships in the
Hartford area. Instead of just one shuttle going off
campus, there is now a second shuttle running from
12:30pm to 5:30pm every weekday.

Officer Posted at Ferris
Second EPC Forum Held To Discuss Campus Issues
The second Open Forum on the proposed General Education Requirements was
held last Monday evening, The Bates Student reported. The forums were initiated so that
students could respond to a number of EPC proposals, which if implemented would affect
general education requirements including a required foreign language courses, and a passfail option. Opinion of the changes is mixed among both faculty and students, a concern
that the administration is paying attention to according to the Dean of Faculty Martha
Crunkleton, who stressed that few of the proposals would be passed without extensive
faculty debate. One particular source of contention is the EPC's new proposal to require a
foreign language. This requirement was one of the last additions to the proposal, and :
according to many of the students it had the least amount of student input. Surprisingly
the students proposal of allowing for a pass-fail option was accepted by the faculty as a
good way to encourage students to take a variety of courses. ..

Due to recent student demand, a Campus Safety
officer has been posted at the front desk of Ferris Athletic
Center along with a student worker. This marks the
beginning of a trial period which began Monday the 10th
and ends on Friday the 14th. While the current setup is
anticipated to have its shortcomings, Campus Safety
Director Brian Kelly stressed the need to find a solution to
the problem of 'undesirable guests' frequenting
institutions reserved exclusively for use by Trinity
students.
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Awareness Week Students Attend Memorial
Educates Students Service For Steven Skogseth

continued from page one
they feel hungry. Cigarette
companies use extremely thin
models in thek ads and even
suggest in some of them having
a cigarette instead of desert,"
said Kilbourne.
The entire national media is
obsessed with one standard of
beauty, a standard, which
Kilbourne explained, is a body
that only 5% of the population
is born with, and is perfected by
computer retouching.
She stressed the fact that in

industry thrives upon women
feeling badly about themselves
This mentality begins to take
shape in girls at a very young
age as they absorb the messages
from the media.
In America, 80% of fourth
grade girls are on diets, according to Kilbourne. "The self-esteem of girls plummets when
they reach adolescence because,
for women, the emphasis is
much more on our bodies and
how we look, than what we say
or do," said Kilbourne.

"The objectification of women in the media
begins to explain the rampant physical abuse
of women in our society, not to mention the
emotional damage."
-Jean Kilbourne
real life not even the model
looks like the picture in the advertisement.
Kilbourne said it is this "incredible emphasis on thinness
and perfection for women and
young girls" which is responsible for the prevalence of eating disorders.
Women's bodies are frequently turned into objects in
advertisements. Kilbourne emphasized that "turning a human
being into a thing is almost always the first step in justifying
violence toward that person."
"The objectification of women
m the media begins to explain
the rampant physical abuse of
women in our society, not to
h
A 33 billion dollar a year diet

In conclusion Kilbourne
pointed out that, "we depend on
the media for our information
about health, and that information is greatly distorted."
In addition to Kilbourne's lecture their were a host of other
college sponsored activities
during Eating Disorder Awareness Week, including a lecture
by Nutritionist Sue Gepo, MPH,
RD, a film, The Famine Within
about Eating Disorders, and
Fearless Friday which closed
the week by encouraging students to eat normally without
worry for one day.
If students have any questions regarding eating disorders
they are encouraged to contact
Diane R Martell. Directoro£ the.

BY ANTHONY LOWENBERG
Editor-in-Chief

Last Saturday afternoon a
memorial service was held in
the Trinity College Chapel for
Steven Skogseth '99, who died
in his home over winter break.
The mostly student crowd
filed quietly into the chapel
just before one o'clock, followed
by members of Skogseth's immediate family.
Trinity's chaplain, the Reverend Steven Charleston, presided over the service, and
opened it by reminding the
students gathered not to worry
about what denomination the
service was and that they were
all there to remember Steven
in their own special ways.
Charleston also reminded the
mourners of the importance of
trying to come to terms with a
friend's death..
After an opening prayer and
a reading from the Bible, Reverend Charleston turned the
service over to Kevin Fay '99
and Maureen Kay '99, who took
turns speaking about how they
and their friends remembered
Steven Skogseth.
Fay did not give a sermon;
rather he chose to read several
"letters" written to Skogseth
after his death. Fay started
with one that he had written
himself before reading letters
by Adam King '99, Ron
atie 'Watts '00,

The events plaque outside the chapel
notes Saturday's memorial service.
Hazleton '99, and Jason Gabriele
'99. After Fay spoke, Kay read a
short essay she had written in
honor of her friend. A hymn
was sung after the speakers and
before Sheila Leahy, an athletic
trainer at Trinity, read an

ANTHONY LOWENBERC

the service with the Lord's
Prayer and a benediction.
With the chapel organ as
background music, the students left the chapel as quietly
as they had corne in, stopping
briefly to shake the hands of

Brian

A CONVERSATION WITH

CONGRESSWOMAN
NANCY L. JOHNSON
Monday, February 24
4:30 to 5:30

BOYER AUDITORIUM
Jacobs Life Science Building
The entire college community
is invited to attend and ask questions,
FREE ADMISSION
Connecticut's Sixth District Congresswoman will give an over-view of the
opening of Congress. Then she will bring us news about the House Ethics Panel, which she chairs, and which
investigated House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
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I DP Program Provides Trinity AIDS Project
Degree Opportunities Has Student Support

sically the same for a student in the IDP
program as a regular student. There is a
News Writer
difference, however, one has ten years to
complete the courses required for the
The Individualized Degree Program, degree. The difference in requirements
has been in operation for the last 24 is the number of courses they must comyears. A recent survey, to determine plete at Trinity. A regular student must
whether IDP should be expanded or not, complete 36 courses of which 27 must
showed that the IDP should stay as it is. be completed at Trinity. An IDP student
The program was designed for students must complete only 18 courses at Trinity and 36 in all..
23 years of age or older.
Another difference is in academic
Acceptance into the program requires
a rigorous application process. This in- scheduling. As a regular student, one
cludes a five to eight page essay about must enroll and pass at least four credits
one's life, two recommendations, and a per semester and nine per year. IDP al30 minute interview. This interview is lows for more flexibility. Students do not
done in the presence of six IDP staff. The have a minimum requirement for the
interviewers include the director, Louise number of credits per semester or year.
Fisher, Associate Director Denise Best They must, however, keep progressing
and four members from the IDP council. toward their degree, and this is overseen
The reason behind this rigorous process by the members of the IDP council. As a
is to choose students that are not only IDP student, one is a full fledged student.
academically capable, but also to deter- They could be attending full time or part
mine whether it is realistic for them at time and they have access to all facilities
the time. Most IDP students have either and activities as a regular Trinity stua full or part time job and usually a fam- dents. The only limitation is on housily. "It could be better. The interview by ing, since there isn't enough housing on
six people was intimidating, it may not campus for the college to provide housallow some toexpressoneself correctly," ing to these students.
replied Robin Ruff, who just started the
As a part of the program, IDP offers its
IDP program this semester.
students study units. A student taking a
Most IDP students are recruited by the study unit doesn't have to attend class or
IDP office at college fairs. Some are re- meet deadlines for passing in materials.
. cruited from large corporations or small The student determines the deadline for
companies. About half the IDP students passing in material and they learn most
come from community colleges. An- of the material on their own. Although
other thirty percent of them have some the students do not have to attend class
college background and are returning or pass in material at the same time as
after some time off. The ages of students other students, she must progress in the
range from 23 to as old as 65. A handful course. This is also overseen by the IDP
of IDP students at present were once council.. The study units are designed by
regular Trinity students and have re- the professor and it covers the syllabus
turned after having taken time off.. Stu- of the regular class plus more. The study
dents younger than 23 who wish to be units are a major attraction for the IDP
considered for the IDP program must students that work during the times that _
prove that they are fully independent. the classes meet.
This means living on their own and
The IDP student graduates with the
earning their own living.
rest of the class, but as the class of IDE
The Associate Director of the program, Although IDP students have full access
Denise Best, commented that most IDP to Trinity facilities and social events,
students are very committed and on av- most IDP students are not well conerage perform better than the regular nected with them. Because of this there
Trinity student. This commitment is an IDP reunion every five years as well
comes with maturi ty. Most IDP studen ts as the class reunion.
are students returning to school. Having
Every IDP student spoken to was not
experienced college and having made only satisfied with the program, but had
mistakes, they know what not to do. good things to say. Les Brown, '97, said,
There is also an urgency for them, since "The program is great because it gives us
most are older and have greater respon- time to work and flexibility to do things
sibilities.
outside of class."
"Not only is it a great program, but it
The Individualized Degree Program,
as it is, was designed 24 years ago by offers a community service. IDP tries to
Trinity faculty. Since then, there have not reach out and meet the needs of the combeen any significant changes since. munity," said Michael Palladino, '97. IDP
Eighteen faculty members oversee the students are not the only ones who feel
program today. Theynotonlymakesure that this is a good program: "I think it's a
the students are in good academic stand- good idea, some people had to do other
ing, but also to make sure they are pro- things when they were our age, and this
gressing toward their degree. allows them to further their education,"
Requirements for graduation are the ba- says Ed Hung, '99.
BY SAMAR PARIKH

"'Beyond Tearing It Apart"
How To Start And Maintain A Writing Group
A Writing Workshop Sponsored By The English Department
Conducted By Irene Papoulis
Thursday, February 27
4:15-5:30 p.m.
at the Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street
Wtiuld you like to be in a group of friends who respond generously but
thoroughly to each other's writing? In this workshop we will discuss the
logistics of organizing and running such a group. We will also try out some
responding techniques that work more effectively than "tearing a paper
apart," and practice a writing exercise that groups could do together.
Comewith or without some potential group members!

ALL MEMBERS OF WE TRINITY COMMUNITY ARE WELCOME!
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER, CALL KIM Al 297-2036.

FILE PHOTO
The AIDS quilt on display in Washington D.C.
raise awareness, to create a better unBY KERRY MCKEVITT
derstanding of HIV and AIDS as well
News Writer
as the people affected by it," Barber
commented, "and to support programs
Student concern over the continu- that help HIV and AIDS patients."
The group hopes to work with orgaing AIDS epidemic has resulted in the
re-appearance of community services nizations within Hartford, One of the
that focus on the needs of AIDS pa- possibilties being explored is Peter's Retients. Following in the footsteps of treat, a hospice for AIDS patients that
Tim Plant '98 and his 1996 effort to or- is funded privately by inner city
ganize students, Marina Franzoni '98 churches, "At Peter's Retreat, we could
along with the Assistant Community develop a really good relationship,"
Service Program Coordinator,Joe Bar- noted Barber.
ber, have re-initiated the Trinity AIDS
Other options include Latinos ConProject this semester..
tra SID A, members hope to assist with
In the spring of 1996, .various events AIDS testing sites, and the start of a
:%ere:sponsored ;by'plant's initial:ef-: ,': Meals-On-\Vheels-program that was
• .suggested by Pabon. This service
involved in bringing Sean Sasser, the would offer food service for
companion of The Real World's Pedro homebound HIV and AIDS patients.
Zamora, to speak about his experi- Other members of the group expressed
ences and discussed the opportunity interest in designing such a service.
to have the AIDS quilt displayed at The third group which they would like
Trinity.-However, last semester, due to to volunteer for is Project 1000, a gay
a lack of interest and other complica- and lesbian organization on Broad
tibns, the program:faded.. •
' : Street. In addition, they aim to post or
• Currently, Franzoni and Barber : chalk one fact about AIDS on campus
along with. Audrey Bonilla '99, April every week.
Brown '98, Elisa DeVito diPorriasa '99,
Other events planned by The TrinKerry McKevitt '99Jeremy Rosenberg ity AIDS project is the presentation of
'99, and Paul Pabon '00 have revived photographer, Carolyn Jones. In her
the program. According to Barber; book, "Living Proof: Courage in the
"Franzoni, especially, has forged ahead . Face of AIDS," Jones focused on the
to lead the project." After investigat- strength of the human spirit during
ing the interest on the campus, this and .after tragedy. Her presentation
hew group has numerous plans to in- includes both a lecture and a slide
troduce Trinity to the reality of AIDS. show with photographs of ordinary
At each meeting, which occurs on people struggling with issues of AIDS,
Wednesdays at 8:30 pm in the Com- life, and death.
munity Service Office, the group disPlant is again attempting to bring
cusses new ideas and ways to further the AIDS quilt to Trinity's campus.
develope community out reach. They "There is much paperwork that needs
have generated numerous ideas and to be done." observed Barber, "In order
will be implimenting their services to ensure that the quilt comes, students
soon.
need to assume an active role and be"The project was started again to come involved in the process."

Did You Complete The Career Counseling
Office's Sophomore Starter Program???
If so, you are eligible to take part in our firstever Alumni/ae Mentoring Program.
This exciting new program matches current students with
alumni/ae Mentors in a variety of career fields.
learn More About These Cxciting Fields:

Cardio-thoracic Surgery
Dentistry
" Government
Insurance

Investment Banking
Law
Non-Profit
Publishing

...and many others!
For more details, contact Melissa Regan '87 at Extension 2080.
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Elders Lecture Fucuses On
Education and Prevention
continued from page one
Elders elaborated on the issue
of the health care system, calling it "fragmented."
"We aren't using all we could
to make a difference," she said.
" Health care is rationed on the
ability to pay," she said. She
went on, explaining that because we have no system to keep
us well, we spend 99.1 percent
on sick care rather than preventative measures such as prenatal care, follow-up, and
education.
Inspired to become a doctor
in college after growing up in
the backwaters of Arkansas, Elders went on to cover her appointment in Washington. "I
went to D.C. To do the job," she
says.
While serving in the Clinton
administration from 1993 to
1994, she pursued such issues as
comprehensive health care, reproductive rights, and studied
drug issues.
Her liberal stance towards
sex-education earned her the
title of 'condom queen', to
which she replies, "People don't
want to teach sex education in
schools, because then they'll 'do
it'. But they're already 'doing it'!"
She backs up this statement
with the fact that 62 percent of
all black children are born into
single parent households. And
in response to the claim that the
current trend is due to moral
decay she points out that teen
i chat it
reached its peak in 1957.
Elders recommended that we
strengthen the personal health
care system to prevent HMO's
from 'cherry-picking' - choosing to let only those who are
young and healthy to join.
She hopes that in the future,
we must make sure that every
child born in America is
planned and wanted. "I am try-

FltE PHOTO

Dr. Jocelyn Elders.

ing to prevent pregnancy, not
advocate abortion necessarily,"
Elders clarified, "By opposing
such measures, we are trying to
keep women barefoot, pregnant,
and in the kitchen!"
In addition, she suggests that
we must improve education, as
Clinton, whom she calls "my
Governor", spoke of in the State
of the Union address. "The two
most important things in life
are to be a good citizen and a
good parent," said Elders.
In addition to addressing the
issue of teen pregnancy, Elders
also touched on the subject of
drugs and violence that afflicts
our youth. Death from violence,
claims Elders, has been skyrocketing. Gun shot wounds are
the leading cause of death
among young Black males, and
Elders noted that there were 67
million handguns in our country, and a million Uzis, "whose
sole purpose is to kill. We must
get the tools- of violence out of
the hands of our children."
Elders cited studies showing
that 57 percent of high school
students had used illicit drugs,
and that 39 percent of college
students admitted to having
had more than five drinks in
one sitting, in the past month.
There are 12 million new cases
of sexually transmitted diseases.
(STD's) every year and that 30

percent of the young population has gonorrhea simplex B.
The solution, Elders believes,
is to get more young people involved. "There's more to being a
father than donating sperm,"
said Elders, "We have to make
sure that we offer all our young
people hope."
The final focus of Elders' lecture was addressed to us, as college students.
"Your
responsibility is as new leaders
of the 21st century," Elders
preached, "We have come a very
long way in health care, but we
have a long way to go. I want
you to focus on preventing disaster, rather than just treating."
Elders claimed that she sees a
very different group of young
people than those ten or 15 years
ago. Our generation, in her view,
has more compassion and is
more concerned with the problems around them, while the
previous generation was more
interested in making money.
"I see a change in the bright
young people in college today.
Learn what is right, and to do
right," she said, "Too many leaders are out there taking polls
and finding out which way the
wind is blowing."
Elders delivered the message
that a health care revolution is
necessary. She urged young
people to educate themselves
and their communities, to be
aware of problems, and to develop action plans that are right
for the. community. She asked
" people to solve problems rather
than using band-aids. She also
called for eliminating barriers
in corporations and in leadership, and gave a "tip for the highway"-to take action and not to
forget where you came from.
Elders ended with a call to
action, saying, "You must reach
out, be responsible, and take
risks. We've got to be successful. We cannot afford to fail."

Marriott Food Services Are
Focus Of SGA Investigation
nies such as Pizza Hut, and
McDonalds come to campus to
offer food.
• "In addition many different
companies would welcome the
opportunity to work with Trinity," said Provitera.
Francis however feels that the
efforts of the SGA should be focused on finding a local provider instead of a national
corporation.
"If we are serious about helping the neighborhood, we
"lf we were serious about helping the would give our buisness to
which have strong
neighborhood, we would give our buisnesscompanies
ties to the Hartford area," stated
to companies which have strong ties to the Francis.
At the present time, the SGA
Hartford Area,"
-Sarah Francis '99
is planning to set up a meeting
lieving instead that little has ac- with Jon Small which will take
a greed to."
place right after reading week.
Many students also have a tually been done.
"Though Jon Small has come This meeting will allow the
problem with the lack of options Marriott offers for indi- to me many times to see how SGA to voice their concerns reviduals with alternative dietary things are going, and ask for my garding prices and the lack of a
opinion, I have'seen little con- food safety course for Marriot
choices.
"As a vegan on the meal plan crete change in the way Marriot workers.
If students need more inforI received much less than any- treats Vegans and Vegetarians,"
mation, or would like to ask
one else, but I still had to pay the said Mike Wilson'98.
When asked to discuss other questions, they are encouraged
same amount. In addition
service
options, to attend the SGA meetings
Marriot never responded to my food
repeated
urgings
and MacDonald said that the SGA which take place every Monday
recomendations about how would look intb.hav.ing compa- at 9:00 pm in Terrace Room B.

continued from page one
change was possible," said Sa$4.75 we get at Bistro is fair or if • rah Francis '99.
we should be getting someSmall pointed out that a new
thing like $5.50 instead," said committee, The Vegan and VegProvitera.
etarian Food Committee, was
When reached for comment, formed last semester to address
Jon Small, Food Service Direc- these concerns. "I meet regutor, said "1 had no idea that any larly with this committee to
sort of investigation was going come up with suggestions, and
on, but I would like to point out we at Marriot try to do are best
that the price of the meal plan to implement changes," said
is determined by a contract that Small. Some students however
both the school and Marriot disagree with this assertion, be-

PACE 9

World News Report
In terna tional
Two Israeli Army helicopters crashed over
Northern Galilee on Tuesday, February 4, killing all 73
soldiers in both helicopters. The helicopters were
ferrying Israeli troops back and forth from the bufferzone in Southern Lebanon to army bases in Israel
when the two helicopters mysteriously collided en
route. The nation observed a somber national
mourning on Wednesday, February 5, in memory of
the fallen soldiers.
Three months ago, Pakistani Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto was dismissed from her post on charges
of corruption. In last week's nationwide elections,
Bhutto and her Pakistan's People Party was defeated in
her bid for re-election by Nawaz Sharif and his Muslim
League. The victor, Mr. Sharif, was dismissed from his
post as Prime Minister in 1993 on charges of
corruption. As Pakistan's new Prime Minister, Mr.
Sharif plans on focusing on diminishing corruption,
among other national aims.
The new Secretary General of the United Nations,
Kofi Annan, finds himself only a month into his new
post in a precarious position. Selected by the Clinton
Administration as the United Nation's saviour, he is
trying to control a global disinterest and
decentralization of the organization. Though many
governments are not impressed by his quiet, slowmoving tactics, they have kept him in the UN., for
three decades and are expected to help him win a
consensus and a position of respected authority in the
organization.

National
The President's State of the Union Address on
Tuesday, February 4 reiterated his campaign goals of
rising beyond politics to lead the national with sound
policies. Sticking to education which is Clinton's top
priority, the President pians on getting the internet
installed in classrooms around the nation and getting
federal aid for college students, along with other
improvements outlined in his 10 point plan. Among
Clinton's other aims were to urge Congress to pass a
balanced budget and to increase America's exposure to
the internet.
The second "Trial of the Century" has come to an
end. O.J. Simpson was found liable for the wrongful
deaths of Ronald L. Goldman and Nicole Brown
Simpson on Tuesday, February 5. As the plaintiff's
victory of $8.5 million was announced the Los Angeles
Police Department waited outside for a possible racial
riot. The expected disturbances did not ensue and a
quiet, tense night marked the end of the two year O.J.
Simpson case.
President Clinton proposed his 1998 budgets and
goals with a cool reception from Republican
Legislators on Thursday, February 6. The budget's goals
are lowering taxes from the middle class and
prioritizing health care and education. Clinton plans
to cut the deficit and balance the budget by 2002,
Even with the scoffing of Republicans, President
Clinton believes that his budget is realistic and
attainable.
For the first time since 1982, The College Board has
admitted an error in the SATs. Colin Rizzio, a collegebound 17 year old, was so sure that his "correct" answer
was not a selection on the October SATs, that he emailed the Board. Three months later the Board emailed Rizzio back to inform him that he was right
and the scores on 350,000 tests will be raised up to 30
points.
A passenger jet on its way to Kennedy
International almost collided with two F16 jets. The
two New Jersey Air National Guard jets thought that
the passenger jet was either an intruder or in distress
and bore down on it to investigate the situation.
Obeying the airplane's anticollision warning system,
the pilot made some evasive maneuvers and the plane
landed safely. Officials are still producing conflicting
explanations for the near fatal accident.

Compiled by
Terry Rlfldn
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Elders Chats With Students
Former Surgeon General Addresses Health And Social Concerns
BY HELEN LIMONCELLI
Features Writer

I was one of a small group of students
which had the unique opportunity to
talk with Dr.Jocelyn Elders on Thursday
afternoon prior to her presentation
Health Care in the Twenty-First Century,
Along with Professor of Mathematics
and head of the sponsoring organization
the Science Alliance, Dr. Paula Russo, the
group sat down to ask Dr. Elders to share
her knowledge and insight into issues
such as health care, poverty, and early
childhood education.
After overcoming the impoverished
conditions of her childhood to obtain an
education and ultimately complete
medical school, Dr. Elders then at the Dr. Elders with Trinity students.
time had ambitions of climbing the academic ladder which was typical of her ing their teeth, combing their hair, and
profession.
taking-a bath - simple things - exercisIt was not until she became Health ing, eating right, but the other children
Director of thestate of Arkansas that she aren't told to from people who are good
went through a transformation and be- guides. Everybody in their community
came, in her words, "mad." Dr. Elders around them are smoking, drinking, •
originally believed that her accomplish- abusing alcohol or drugs, so they think
ments in and among themselves were that this is the appropriate thing to
contribution enough. However, the ex- do...They'll never know that life is differtreme poverty she witnessed as Health ent, they'll never be able to get out of that
Director as she traveled to different ar- environment unless somebody starts
eas of the state prompted her to work to educating them and telling them that
improve the lives of others. Dr. Elders life can get better and life can change.

PAULA RUSSO

I think we really have a major problem
that's going on out there. And we have
not taught our teachers how to teach
health education. We have to educate
people on how to teach people how to be
healthy. And to teach parents how to be
parents. Some parents had good parents,
and they learned to parent. But if you
didn't learn from good parents - your
parents weren't great - where are you
going to learn to be a good parent?
Tripod: When you served as Surgeon
General, how frustrating was it to express your ideas when trying to create
policy that will work ? Do you think that
politics hindered that? Should Congress
and politicians be making public health
decisions?
...'••'.
:

of what we do is really just one such
strong policy maker twisting arms, getting it in, and maybe the other people
don't even know much about it. So
I think we didn't get health care reform
but 1 think we educated a lot of people.
A lot if people know an awful lot more
about health care policy than they knew
before. So to me that was more of an
awareness. And then you have to go back
and get the right advocates at the table.
I'm not sure we had all the right
people at the table. You know you have
to have a doctor at this table, you got to
get the insurance companies at the table,
the hospitals at the table, you have to get
some people at the table. So you get all
those people at the table and then if they
go out and become advocates for it, well
then it's just a matter of you putting it
into play. But if you go out and draw up
this wonderful plan—you see it can be
the best plan in the world—but the
people who are talking about it are really only going to be looking at the
f laws...how can they destroy it? So I think
that at this point you have to get everybody to buy in and then when they buy
in, three is no perfect plan. We just have
to get the best one that we can.
Tripod: Why do you think Clinton's
health care reform plan failed?

Elders: First of all we didn't have all
of the right players at the table. And then
"So if we're going to teach you reading writing and
it was really was not 'the American plan'
arithmetic why can't we teach you how to be a decent
it was the democrats' plan. And then
there was the Republicans' plan; and.
citizens and to take care of your health?"
then some other Senators had a plan; .
-Elders
There were three or Four plans out there
• Elders: Let's face it, whenever there and everybody was trying to-push
attributes her work as the Heath DirecTripod: A lot of people would argue are politics involved, Congress is going through 'their plan.' And they didn't let
tor as changing her "from a moral ideal- that it is the parents' role to teach chil- to be involved. They're going to have to it out too much. Nobody wanted anyist to a radical realist."
dren values and certain skills. Do you , pass the policy, they're going to have to body to steal the best features of 'their
Although known for her forthright- propose this so that the children of par- find the money, and they're going to ar- plan.'
I think that we really have to put toness and unrestrained expression of her. ents who are not well educated and well gue about this. So let's just decide that
gether
an American plan that is bipartithey
are
going
to
be
involved.
ideals, Dr. Elders was not intimidating informed will themselves will be taught
I think that what we have to do is san that we all buy into, that the AMA
and seemed anxious to take in my ques- these skills and values in school to end
tions one by one and skillfully answer this vicious cycle? Will these children make sure that we educate them well and all the doctors are behind—we aren't
back without hesitation. Her self con-' grow up to be well educated and well enough so they will make good rational going to be able to have all of everyviction apparent, she left no room for informed parents and will this no longer decisions. I mean, these are not stupid thing— but that the majority of people
indecisiveness in her answers, and very •need to be taught in schools at some people. They really know how to make. are behind. And then I think it will go
good decision, but then there are a lot of through. Everybody feels this;
point in time?
little room for disagreement.
people pulling at them from every pos- everybody's got to have health care. The
Dr. Elders started by discussing the
Elders: Well, I think that's true, but sible side. And it's whoever lobbies the problem is who is going to pay for it. If
need for early childhood education:
the well-educated and well informed hardest, pulls the hardest, and puts up you are an alcoholic, I don't want to pay
for your health care. You're out there
We have to make sure that all children parents aren't doing that well either. Sad- the strongest side. And then you know drinking and drugging. I don't want to
they
go
back
to
there
people.
They'll
say
dest
event
that
I
heard
about
this
year
get a good start. It's people like us who
pay for that. Well, you know, we can't
can push policy makers and say we've were the two young people in Delaware. "I can go and put up a good fight and I choose. We have to pay for everybody.
can
win
my
argument."
But
if
I
don't
got to have early childhood education. (DK Elders is referring to Brian Peterson
Early childhood education means par- and Amy Grossberg.) Can you imagine educate that public back there, that
Tripod: Do you think the recently
ents reading to children, it means get- her going through all that herself? grassroots organization they go home
Middle-upper
income
family
who
were
ting exposure to different things, being
taken on trips. To me, that's early child- probably educated, but we society, we
"[Children] never know that life is different, they'll never
school, we parents, we community failed
hood education.
be able to get out of that environment unless somebody
But when you're talking about very them. So I'm saying we all need ...you're
poor children with young mothers that going to have to live in a society, you're
starts educating them and telling them that life can
doesn't happen. They don't get any ex- going to have to take care of your health
get better and life can change,"
posure to even learn about colors, read- the rest of your life. Nothing is more
- Elders
important
than
that.
Whatever
you
do
ing, and writing. "When they come start
school with children who have had three you're going to do better if you're healthy.
So if we're going to teach you reading and start taking to people they believe in passed Kehnedy-Kassebaum bill was a
or four years of early childhood education and a good start, they're behindhand writing and arithmetic why can't we and talking to the doctors that took care good bipartisan effort?
teach you how to be a decent citizens of their baby — let me tell, those people
they never catch up.
All children two, three, four year-olds and to take care of your health. And the can be very very influential.
Elders: Yes.
got into Headstart or whatever you call only institution I know where all the
In order to change public policy
it. Only 18% of the children on Medic- children go is school. There are fifty mil- I think you fist have to make people
Tripod: Doyou think it really accomaid, this is the poorest of the poor get lion of them there every day. So yes, I fell aware of the problem. They've got to plished much?
early childhood education. These are the that we would eventually have to do it know what the problem is. But you
ones who need it the most. And all that not quite as much, but we would still know, we can do that. Then you got to
Elders: No. But I think it's really a
they do every day is get violence and sex have to do it because when you stop it create a group of people that are real good start. To really say that you can
slides
right
back
down
again.
It
has
to
on TV. All day long, TV is their baby-sitstrong advocates. You've got to get people carry your insurance over— I think it's a
ter. So that is one thing that I really feel go on forever.
out there who'll to fight for this thing and good start. You have to start someplace.
we can push for, Politicians do what we
want to go out there twist arms and talk Many people are out there losing their
want done, what the majority of the
Tripod: Do you think that teachers are about it and be real advocates for the heath insurance, and I learned that with
. people wanted done.
equipped right now to teach those sorts problem.
my own son how really expensive it is.
' You need to go out and educate more of things?
Then you've got to have an action plan Right now in college you're on your
people if you feel strongly and want this
of how you are going to implement parent's [insurance plan], and you don't
done. The other thing that I think we
Elders: Our society says that teachers it...how are you going to make it happen? have to worry about it. But the day you
can do is really improve health in our can't teach —Teachers used to really take So you have got to have an action plan finish college, you're ori your own. If
country, if we could have health educa- [students] to task. Well now parents •and then it's got to be evaluated...Well, you're not in school they won't [cover
tion in our schools. 1 know that children come out and get ready to jump on the \will it work? After the evaluation, then you.] And if you're past 26 it doesn't
in other families are taught about brush- teacher for saying something to their kid; it really becomes public policy. So much matter
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?RE-VMENTINE'S
LET QRAM?S 5HOV You THE VAY

Papa Paradisiac
AQUARIUS

LEO

JAN 2 0 - f £ 5 IS
Good for you. Your independence this
weekend has created new bonds of
friendship. See, you do have the ability
to be John Travolta on the dance floor.
Love is in the air. The next two weeks
are crucial for your love life. Go after
that special Valentine; I promise you
will not be disappointed.

XIL25-AUG22
You and your cutie looked like Fred
and Ginger on the dance floor! Teach
your friends your moves and maybe
they can catch a honey too. By the way,
hang onto your mate; Valentine's Day
is around the corner. Could you have
been bitten by the Love Bug? No.
Maybe they were just a bad kisser.

FlSCE.5

VIRGO
, AUG 25 - SETT 22
Cupid's arrow hit you right in the butt!
This does not have to be painful. Just
because your friends don't have mates
doesn't mean you can't. In fact, you
have already met that special Someone. You started out well but lost the
momentum, so take advantage. It's
Valentine's Day. That special someone
would love to receive a token of your
affection.

FE.6 I5>-MAR2O

Hey! There is no reason for your rude
behavior to your old friend. They were
only trying to give you helpful advice.
An apology would fix everything. If
you want to be lucky in love, you better change your attitude. Reading
Week is next week not this week. Try
going out. People are beginning to wonder if you transferred.

ARIES

&\&

MAR 21 - A f R I?

Unacceptable! Who were you talking
to, and why? Even your friends were
pearly whites to grab that cherub's eye.
Valentine's Day is a good opportunity
for you to be true to your heart. Don't
be coy send them a toy.

LIBRA

- L 5 O T 23 -OCT 22
Get out of that Freshmen "hook-up"
scene! You are gaining a reputation,
l e j thought Hold
" t's next? Stealing? On Valentine's Day, try stealing
someone's heart instead of something
from Mather. When you get their
heart, take it and run. This one may be
forever!

au

CONFIDENCE
BOOSTER?
A HINT O F BAD POETRY)

BEING COOL IS A NATURAL THING AND
FALLING IN LOVE IS AN ACQUIRED THING, SO
IT'S BETTER TO BE NATURAL THAN ACQUIRED.
W E ARE, IN FACT, TOO COOL TO CONTAIN
ALL OF OUR LOVE IN ONE DAY. THEREFORE,
THE LIMITATIONS OF 24 HOURS IS "LAME."
ANYWAY, IS RED REALLY OUR COLOR? POES
RED REALLY MATCH THE WARMTH AND
SENSUALITY OF A STUNNING BROWN
SWEATERF P O WE LIKE CHOCOLATE? P O WE
EAT CHOCOLATE? CAN THERE NOT BE A DAY
TO CELEBRATE THE LACTOSE INTOLERANTS
OF THE WORLD? FLOWERS. THEY DIE, AND
WHEN THEY DIE THEY SMELL NASTY, AND
THEY GET MESSY, AND WE YELL AT EACH
OTHER TO THROW THE STUPID FLOWERS
AWAY. ALL WE DO IS EAT NECCO SWEET
TALK CONVERSATION HEARTS TO READ THE
MESSAGES AND LAUGH. BUT THEN WE'RE SICK
PJOM THE SUGAR AMD WE THROW UP. IT'S A
STUPID HOLIDAY AND SINCE WE ARE SO
MATURE, WE ARE ABLE TO RISE ABOVE THE
HYPOCRISY. W E ARE BEAUTIFUL. WE ARE

SMART.
P O WE NEED A HOLIDAY TO BE IN LOVE?

TAURUS

'

5COKT\O

AFX 2o -MAY 20

' OCT 23 -NOV 21

It is time for some remodeling. You are
too dependent on your current situation. Take-a chance and replace some
old items with some better ones. You
know what I mean! Valentine's Day is
the perfect opportunity to give that
someone something to think about
over Reading Week. You do the same.

Try being a little more discrete on the
Long Walk. You were both seen and
heard. Your poor attitude with your
friends has left you without any. Instead of working on your love life this
Valentine's, (you made a big mistake
this weekend) try mending your
friendships. Remember, lovers will
come and go, but friends last forever.

PEOPLE WHO ARE IN LOVE ARE DELUDED AND
WE ARE NOT DELUDED. W E ARE NOT.

A

&A

Top Ten Ways To Waste Your Reading Week
<o,

GEMINI

<jj*

/ m MAY 21 -JUN2O / " \
You missed one toomany AA meetings
this week. Do you think you are
"Bailey" on Party o/Fi ve? Get in control
of your drinking. It is time to lose that
Jersey attitude! As for your love life, enjoy those chocolates from Grandma.
You certainly won't be getting anything else. Okay, maybe Mom will send
you something too! Don't worry. Your
time will come.

'CANCER

SAGITTARIUS
NOV22-DE.C2I
I was looking through Cupid's bag of
arrows and a few had your name on
them. Lucky you! Hope you have your
valentines ready to give out. The tide,
is high and it's time to jump in the water of love. Hopefully, you will not
drown like you did last time. Hold
onto that person who makes your
heart skip a beat. They are your lifesaver!
CAPRICORN

10. Get buzzed off of NyQuil
9. Master "Enter Sandman* on the Chapel Carillon.
8. Try to down 5 boxes of Saltines In 15 minutes without drinking
anything.
•
7. Write a thesis on the subliminal link between "Suddenly Susan"
and "Millenium."
6. Put on a black cape, straddle one of the cannon^, and yell,
"I'm the ghost of Tom Gerety."
5. Build the "mash-pojato mountain" from Close Encounters of the
ThirdKiad
.*•*•-./.

D L X 2 2 - J A N .19

You are the social director of Trinity
(Parties. You got the right stuff, baby!
People appreciate your keen insight.
Since you seem to know where everyone else should go, maybe you should
try to find out where to go in your own
love life. Take Reading Week to ponder
this. Everything will fall into placewhen you get back.

"Klepto" is your new middle name!
This pass time has got to stop. Your
roommates don't know where to put
all your stuff! You can make up for
your rare, obnoxious behavior this
weekend by letting your good heart
shine through on Friday. Buy your love
a special gift to let them know how
much they mean to you, because they
might not know.

4 Draw the OJ. Defense Teant ok youjc car windshield.
3. Get a bulletproof rest and patrol the lotfer long walk all week.
2, Construct a mechanical Jon Small like the one from "Short
Circuit"
t Read- "

>'••* .* >•• «

'- ,..'

> -'
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Fight For Your Right To Party... Elsewhere
Weighing The Pros and Cons of Social Life At Some of Our Favorite Schools
BY B R A N D O N BARNES

Features Writer

Hello people who want to get
the hell out of Trinity!
I'll bet you're sick of the View,
sick of the Tap, sick of the Cave,
sick of Gotham, or sick of the
Washington room every weekend.
1 was at this point once myself, but it wasn't until I conferred with my comrades
regarding our many weekend
road trips to other schools that
we discovered that there really
is no place like home; Trinity.
Between the five people I spent
hours talking to, we realized
that we had each spent a weekend at many of the schools
where the grass seems to be
greener, and where many Trinity students ache to transfer in
the hopes that they will discover what true fun really is.
Well, 1 have news for you, all
of the schools I reviewed either
received the phrase, "this is
lame" or "we don't have to deal
with this at Trinity," at some
point during the Trinity students' visits. It was not that we
didn't have a good time with our
friends or that the weekend was
a total waste. We did realize,
however, that the party scene
doesn't get much better than
Trinity. So, let's trash some
schools...

which makes Milwakee's Best
seem like Bass. They call it "National Bohemian."Just the right
price for those parties where the
frat has to buy 100 cases of beer.
The free entry makes u p for the
horrible beer, but then again, I
can get water for free from the
faucet in m y dorm's bathroom.
Bethlehem, PA (the surrounding
town) is not very fun,.ugly, and
contains nothing for anyone
except the "run down steel
town" enthusiast. Oh yeah, the
school colors are yellow and
brown.. .pretty.

University of Colorado at
Boulder: Actually, Boulder is
amazing, and its tough to complain about the "fun factor."
However, if you meet someone
special make sure you get their
address because you'll never see
them again at a school where
the Hartford Civic Center could
not accommodate the entire
undergraduate body.

Swarthmore: Huh huh. ...It's
Swarthmore

TheOpinionsofMr.Barnesare not
necessarily those of the Tripod or its
staff. Frankly, we think he's a little
strange..:

Weslyan: WESLYAN SUCKS!

Boston College: Boston is a
great city, and it can be a lot of
fun. However, stay on campus
UVM: This is truly a night- and it's quite a bore. Every party
mare. Sure you can ski and hike is at an off campus apartment
FILE PHOTO
Partiers at an unidentified institute of learning.
music playing in one of the a dorm room, maybe drinking all day; however, apres ski is im- which is a long-walk from any
houses, however no one was excessive amounts. But wait, possible when the security re- place on campus. If you want
near the dance floor (maybe lets do this all night and never sembles the Gestapo. Take a to go downtown, make sure
they were looking for beer.) Stu- leave the room. Let's never hit walk outside of a dorm after you're back by 1:00 because the
dents were walking around de- the big party. Maybe this way, having a drink and if the cam- "T" stops running. Do not even
bating if they should hit a we can't branch but and meet pus security believes you to be think about drinking in these
UMASS party or maybe trek new people and we can form a drunk they can follow you back dorms. The RAs are out on a
over to Smith College. C'mon, if tight clique with just us; kind of to your room, even wait till you mission from God to eliminate
they can't have fun homecom- like high school. No bars, no are asleep in bed, then take you all drinking on campus. A Trining night, they better learn the frats. Oh yeah, have you ever out of you're room and put you ity student walks into his
virtues of "mass kegage" or "Let's wondered how fun it could be in "Detox." This is a room where friend's dorm with some beer in
partying in a room where every- you are confined until you sober the 'ol backpack, but he doesn't
make it a Blockbuster night."
one wants to transfer? Its not a up, kind of like "Shawshank- realize that this backpack is
Redemptiori." The next morn- subject to search and seizure.
Yale: They might have been good time.
The resident assistant assisted
ing they arrest you.
able to tackle calculus in high
our friend from Trinity in disschool, but they sure can't earn
UMASS Amherst/UCONN:
MIT: Just kidding, we never posing of the alcohol.
an A in the class, "Good Time." If you have never been arrested
Picture a Frat House so packed and really want to find out took a road trip here.
that it is equivalent to "The what it is like, try walking outTufts: We think Hartford is a
Williams: Just like Trinity messed up area, but not as
View" relocated to a Jarvis side of the dorm intoxicated.
Single. That's okay, when every- Mr. State Trooper would be except the liquor laws are en- messed as this section of Boston.
one is drunk, being close can be happy to help you out. If that's forced. There are no frats, no It's quite a hike to the nearest
fun, right? Wrong, not when too difficult, walk outside of the bars, and the house parties can place where one can buy alcoAmherst College: Homecom- there is. only one beet station >v , donn. before you've intoxicated, get really disgusting and hol, so you better take a car.
ing night, they had won the with only a hand pump oh tfie ' burmake sure you bring you're crowded. The funny thing is Okay, Trinity student back at
game, and a visiting Trinity stu- keg. It was about as efficient as beer with you. This does not that the students look very the dorm, Trinity student relaxsimilar, Uncle North Face has
dent would expect to rage in a the way one attained water on happen on Vernon St. Better
definitely
paid Williams a visit. ing with their favorite beer,
-stick
to
the
basketball
games..
joyous celebration, right? "Little House on the Prairie" Trinity student written up by
Wrong, the triple dorm party very slowly. Did I already men- .OOPS, maybe next year.
Fairfield University: We the RA. Time for the lacrosse
they call "Triangle Tap" would tion the people were really
went down to visit our fine, Je- party - it's around the world and
Lehigh: 1 hope you really en- suit friends, hoping for a great the house! These guys sure
have been cool if there was more funny and amusing? Oh that's
joy all of the fraternities here time. However, it turns out that know how to make drinks:
than one keg hidden upstairs at because they weren't.
because Lehigh is all fraterni- a cab must take you every- screwdrivers, shots, rum and
only one of the houses where
the beer line resembled
Connecticut College: Okay, it ties and nothing more. Oh yeah where. The first cab ride let us Cokes. Umm, I'm not a barCinestudio if "Star Wars" had starts out like a night at Trin, the, "no keg" rule is in full effect off at the bar, "Eli's." After we tender but we can at least get a
premiered there. There was pre-party with your friends in so all the beer comes from- paid the driver, it turned out blender can't we? Another Trinthat only two of us were allowed ity student becomes fed up with
into the bar (ID problems) and the drinking scene, and they
the conditions inside made the decide to chill on the Tufts quad
View look like the Luxor. There smoking a non-tobacco subis no feeling worse than to take stance. It is now two people that
a cab to a place and then have to have been written up. This
leave immediately. Our next place is great!
stop left us off at the beach
Although the list goes on
houses. All right the beach! Not
all right, houses with names and on, it seems that these parNo CREDIT. NO J O B . HO PARENT-SIGNERI NO SECURITY DEPOSIT!
like "The Red Barn" and "The ticular colleges kept coming up
Zoo" attract many people, but when people explained of their
everyone keeps moving from sub-par weekends. What
house to house so frequently clinched the idea that "Trini ty is
that it is quite a sobering expe- better" was the recurring comment by friends who visited
rience.
Trinity, "This is awesome!"
Maybe we have started to take
UPENN: This one was great!
many of these privileges for
UPENN uses the infamous
granted, or maybe we are just
"ticket system" and that doesn't
spoiled.
mean that a ticket gets you into
I think it is necessary for anya party. This fraternity will give
two tickets upon entrance, each one who is thinking about1
of which can be exchanged for transferring to visit another
a nice cold can of Milwaukee's' school and then weigh the pros
I want Credit Cards imssdiately- 100% GUARANTEED!
Best. The funny part was that and cons. Also, have someone
people
were trying to scam the visit here and see what they
CREDITMAX, PO BOX 4 6 8 4 3 2 , ATLANTA, GA 3 1 1 4 6
fraternity by buying their own think. Chances are you will retickets. One guy looked so des- alize that the grass is always
Name
perate that I gave him my tick- greener on the other side of the
ets. It was tough to pass up the fence.
Address.
two cans; however, it was the
And, yes it may seem tragic
warm
feeling
I
received
from
that
all of these stories are alCity
Sljilc
Msharing that got me through cohol related, but that is another
PtlOM(
this night.
story for another week.

INSTANT CREDIT

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days! ( g | )

no credit' bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

Wirtt VISA &

YES!

Signaiure
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More Than Just A Teaching Assistant
A Mentor's Reflection On The First-Year Program
BY LAURA RIGOLOSI

Features Writer

fucked away in the basement
of Jones, there is an office that
thirty-three upper-class students know well. In this small
space, students and administrators have come together to reshape the first-year experience
into a more intellectual and ful-

Alcorn's seminar, The Collapse
of Communism, describes his
role as a 'resource.' He states that
"there is no better feeling than
hearing a mentee say, 'You really
helped me,' and seeing how the
ideas we discussed come up in
class discussions. In assisting
students on presentations, it became clear that students deliver
their oral presentations with
more confidence and poise af-

Freshmen are more energetic and
enthusiastic than upperclassmen.
filling year.
The First Year Program, directed by David Reuman and
Carolyn Wallach, has revamped
first-year seminars and residential life at Trinity. While freshmen seminars have existed at
Trinity for many years, the First
Year Program has added a new
dimension, mentors. We are the
teaching assistants for the first-*
year seminars. We act as liaisons between the professors and
students. We reside with the
seminar participants in firstyear residential housing, and we
provide support in computer
and writing skills. Because we
are called "academic mentors,"
it is no surprise that some of our
most fruitful experiences have
derived from providing academic assistance to the students
in our seminars. Peter Nichols
'97, mentor for Professor

ter we met and bounced ideas
off one another."
As the mentor for the seminar
Dante's Divine Comedy with
Professor Del Puppo, I too have
enjoyed discussing paper topics
with students, and watching
the evolution of abstract ideas
into concise theses. It would be
no exaggeration to state that
students have left our discussions saying that they are "excited" to write their papers.
Papers become less of a chore
and more of an intellectual discourse when a student is confident and genuinely curious
about a subject. Perhaps Tanya
Dickey "98 best describes why
it is so gratifying to work with
first-year students. She feels
that it is most fulfilling to
"watch the Freshmen make the
transition from a high school
mentality where the professor is

always right, into a college mentality where there is room For
analyzation and even arguments with the professor."
In addition to watching
freshmen develop analytical
thinking skills, mentors also
have the opportunity to understand what professors expect
from students. I now realize
that professors do notice if you
come toclass with tasseled, unkempt hair and sleep in your
eyes.
'
Mentors may also have the
chance to help prepare lesson
plans with professors. In a
sense, I felt like the class diplomat— I gave the professor feedback on what students were
struggling with and reminded
the students of the professor's
expectations.
The First-Year Seminars are
not limited to the classrooms.
Our seminar went to the "Marriage of Figaro," the Commedia
dell'Arte performance at the
Hartford Stage, and dined together at a local Italian restaurant. In addition, we went to
New York to visit the Cloisters
and the Metropolitan Museum.
If the goal at Trinity is to marry
intellectual and social life, perhaps we should look to the
First-Year Seminars as models.
While mentors feel a great
deal of satisfaction working
through academic tangles with
first-year students, it is not the
only positive aspect of their role.

Because we live in first-year
dorms with our seminars, we
have a fresh perspective on Trinity. For example, Steve Marchlik
'97 realized that "Freshmen are
more energetic and enthusiastic
than upperclassmen. They are
still developing their friendships, and unlike myself, are not
tied down. Before I became a
mentor, my impressions of
Trinity were merely defined by
my studies, my fraternity, my
peers and intramurals. Now I
have more of an interest in Trinity, not just an obligation as a
student." LisaWorthington'97
expands on why living with
freshmen is an asset. She said,
"Living in the dorm makes me

your own time, you will have a
rewarding experience. If nothing else, the sole qualification of
a mentor is an honest love for
helping others. To a small extent, you're helping yourself: a
course credit, a single room and
a paycheck. But the real personal development comes from
watching others grow. I like seeing what my first year students
are up to now, knowing that perhaps 1 played a small role in getting them to that point. They
probably would have gotten
there anyway, but possibly, I
made a difference."
In all honesty, I was worried
that I would not have the time
to be a mentor during my Se-

"If you are foolish enough and earnest
enough to sacrifice a vast amount of your
own time, you will have a rewarding
experience."
- Epstein
much more accessible to the
freshmen, so they don't have to
go out of their way to get help. I
like my job as a mentor because
a few moments of my day can
make a big difference to someone having a problem." Indeed,
I have given some valuable advice while brushing my teeth
next to a mentee, who might not
have asked the question if I did
not live there. Joshua Epstein
'97 suggests that "If you are foolish enough and earnest enough
to sacrifice a vast amount of

nior year. I knew I would be juggling an internship, a double
major, the infamous job search,
and friends. Yet being a mentor
has been a surprisingly refreshing and manageable experience.
Living in a first-year resident
hall has made my job easier because 1 relate to my students on
a daily basis. It is a reprieve
from the chaos of senior year, as
well as an enjoyable opportunity to see classroom, students
and professors from a new perspective.
«

®

TQ Success At Trinity

>«*,.
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Writer

ting close to 9 55 and you're torn
between leaving before you
have finished your food to make
it on time to that English class,
thus.surrendering yourself to
hunger pains. Or, you finish
your food, thus causing you to
arrive late to the class feeling
like an idiot as you walk in the
door.
We all know that breakfast is
the most important meal of the
day. Lazy solution? Find someone from the north side of campus who had the sense to drive
and get a ride back. I realize that
I have introduced the factor of a
car, which is not a common accessory, but if you can find it,
use it. • It's a real long walk to
Vernon Street.
A third situation: you just finished watching "Oprah." The
news is on, but you'd really
rather watch "Fresh Prince."
You look to your left, you look
to your right. No remote. The
TV is about four feet in front of
you, just far enough away that
you'd have to get off the couch
to change the station. There's a
snow storm outside and all the
news is talking about is the
snow which you really don't
care about. You don't have a car
so you're not driving anywhere
and nothing can cancel classes
outside a state-of-emergency.
You really want to watch "Fresh
Prince" or at this point anything
other than the news. But where
is that remote? The lazy student
would look around him again
and if he still doesn't see it, he
would resign himself to watching the news. Why stand up
when you can sit down?

I would argue that the average
Trinity College student is somewhat lazy, a quality 1 in no way
begrudging them for There are
difficult ways to get by and
there are not so difficult ways.
And if the "not so difficult" and
"difficult" ways get you to the
same place, why cause yourself
unneeded pain?
Therefore, 1 applaud the
somewhat lazy student and
• would like to share a few compiled tricks that I have learned
from them.
Imagine this situation: you
are settled in your comfy couch
to watch "Braveheart." It is already the second tape and that
scene you really like is on. Your
soda is next to you on the floor,
you have the Universal remote
in your hand, and you are so far
away from the door. Someone
knocks.
You're torn between getting
up and answering the door, thus
missing the scene and losing
your happy state of equilibrium, or letting the offender
knock and knock until, either
they go away or the scene is over.
Lazy solution? Say "Come in"
and if they don't know your
code, give it to them. I don't suggest that you give your code to
everybody who knocks, but
only those voices you recognize
when they say "I don't know the
code." The person comes in, you
see the scene, everyone is happy.
Here's another situation: it's
early in the morning and you're
There should be a remote
at CROSSROAD'S CAFE eating
your healthy breakfast. You control for every electronic aphave a class on Vernon Street. pliance. VCRs, televisions, steThat's pretty far away. It's get- reos, cable boxes (if we were

allowed to have them of course).
The remote control enables us to
save considerable time and energy. Time that could be spent
on other endeavors, energy that
could be saved for those endeavors whatever they may be. It's
not easy keeping track of which
remote control works for which
appliance, so you're exercising
your mind as well.
My fourth and last situation:
you live in Wheaton with three
roommates. Each is in their
own bedroom with their door
closed, studying perhaps. The
phone is in the common room,
a good distance from all of you.
To get to it, not only do you have
to stand up and walk, but you
have to open your door as well.
So you're at your desk and the
phone rings, it's external.
You're expecting a call from
your sister who just did a screen
test for a movie with Brad Pitt.
But your chair is so comfortable
complete with "butt cushion"
that you just can't stand to leave.
The lazy student's solution is to
have a phone in your bedroom.
Everyone has a phone in their
bedroom. And they're all
cordless so you can keep it on
your desk as you study. And if.
the phone call is not for you,
then you can just yell for your
roommate to pick up their
cordless phone.
You may think that these are
exaggerated situations, but
people experience them all the
time. There are a couple little
things: Like when you have to
reach for the salt shaker, you instead ask the guy behind you to
lend you theirs. Or, when you
really have to go to the bathroom, but you don't want to get
up, so you just hold it until your
bladder picks you up and moves

you. Or you're cleaning your
room and your little carpet is
dirty so instead of getting out
the vacuum, plugging it in,
vacuuming, and then having to
put it all back, you just throw it
in the laundry basket for the
next time you have to do the .
wash. Sure, vacuuming is free
and washing costs at least two
dollars, but time is money and
you saved a lot of time.
Speaking of laundry, how often is your laundry done? Are
you the type of person who does
it religiously once a week, and
only one load? Or, do you wait
until you have no underwear
left and then wash three loads?
which happens once every four
weeks or so. It's the same
amount of money. And if you
just leave the clothes in the
laundry basket after they are
cleaned, then you feel like you
just did laundry even if it was
two weeks ago.
There's really no reason to do
a load every week unless you
like to wear clean clothes all the'
time. The lazy student knows
that pants stay clean for weeks,
no matter how many times you
wear them.
Now, for schoolwork. We are
supposed to study each subject
every night regardless if a paper,
quiz, or test is due for the next
day. If you did this; you probably wouldbe all set the night
before the test and wouldn't
have to stay up until four in the
morning in Mather. However, I
find that the night before a test
is the best and most comprehensive time to work. You will
remember everything because
the test is only a couple of hours
away. If you study a couple of
days before the test, you'll have
that many more days to remem-

ber the information. And who
says .that studying in Mather is
not fun? Late night's at Mather.
A bonus is that you'll probably
find other people* in your class
the night before a test there and
then you can have a good time
swapping notes and stuff.
The lazy student gets to
watch more television programs and movies. That's whac
it's all about. That's where we
learn about things. I bet there
are more people who heard Shannon Doherty sing in her TV
movie than can list every state
alphabetically. And if you can,
than you know the song. It's
important to keep abreast of
current affairs and the news is
on the TV. There will be those
times at 11:00 after "ER" that you
will be too lazy to" turn off the
TV, and the news will come on.
The lazy student finds out just
what is going on in the world,
present time. The not-so-lazy
student may know all about the
Stamp Act but what good does
that do for him now?
I don't wish to insult the notso-lazy student. I admire their
motivation and applaud their
perseverance. I've never been
one to enjoy the hard way.
Being lazy is a talent easily
acquired. It's like riding a bike.
You may stop doing it for a
while, for whatever reason, but
then one day you just get right
back on that track and ride
away. There are times when I
wish I wasn't so lazy, as I'm sure
every lazy student experiences.
But thankfully for my movie
collection saved for Sunday afternoons, these feelings don't
last long. As Homer, Simpson
that is, once said, "Why go out
if we're just going to come back
here anyway?"
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Since When Is A Cave Party
The Safest Place To Be?

If you weren't crying Friday
night because you were rejected
by that special someone you
were stalking at the Cave party,
then you cried because of the
cloud of nauseating, perforating,
pugnacious, pungent, powerful,
piquant, picante, and other bad
p-words pepper spray. It seems
more than the intended target
was hit; one Campus Safety officer was seen seeking out a sink
to satiate his searing eyeballs.
Sheesh! Anyway, those controlling the melee pushed the onlookers back into the Cave
because, well, nothing bad could
ever happen in there... right?
Around Trinity thought so too.
Darn You, Gravity! Darn You!

What does the cool guy who
falls down the stairs at a party do
to save face?
Dance the
Moonwalk? Bench-press a full
keg? Pick a fight with someone
bigger than himself? Smaller
than himself? Give up and go
home? Chug a cold one? A warm
one? How about none of the
above? The uncoordinated unlucky one did exactly what AT
would do: fall down another set
of stairs two minutes later. That's
right, you got a problem with
that, tough guy?
No, We Do NOT Have Any
Free Condoms

Please go to the nurse's off ice
for those. AT came to work Monday night only to find evidence
that someone had been practicing some alternative Lifestylesin
the office, a place usually reserved for just the opposite. If
you want to come down to the
Tripod office for some sinning,
AT recommends that it be the
usual rage, envy, and sloth. Guess
you can consider this an invitation to write for the Tripod.

8:00 PM

The Political Science Department presents a lecture
entitled "Democracy in America: Myth and Reality" by
Howard Zinn, Professor Emeritus of Political Science at
Boston University. Professor Zinn will explore the roles
played by government and social movements in stimulating change in society; especially in remedy* ng injustices. This lecture will be held in McCook Auditorium.

Wed, February 12

4:30 PM

The International Studies Department presents a lecture by Nina Gerassi-Navarro of Mount Hoi yoke College, entitled "Building Nations with Outlaws: Pirates
in 19nh Century Spanish America." This lecture will be
held in McCook 201.

Wed, February 12

7:30 PM

The Latin American and Spanish Film Series presents
The Gringo in Manana-Land, a documentary by
DeeDee Halleck. Constructed almost entirely from film
clips, it documents the distorted representation in the
United States of a virtually unrecognizable Latin
America. Halleck exposes such a stereotypical view by
critically juxtaposing cartoons, newsreels, educational
films, home movies, and feature films. Following the
screening of this film, Professor Dario Euraque of the
History Department will present a lecture.

Wed, February 12

AT would like to take this opportunity to remind Trinity students to take aggressions out on
dangerous objects, especially
ones that encourage bleeding. A
fine example was set by an upstanding young lady Saturday
night in the Washington room
when she made a fist and hit her
good friend, Mr. Glass-Window.
Why does there seem to be some
strange correlation between parties in Mather and pain. Maybe
like love, fun has to hurt sometimes.

7:30 PM

As part of Studio 47: Works in Progress, Jill Becker,
choreographer and faculty member at Connecticut
College joins Hartford-based performer KC Chun for an
eclectic evening of solo work. Jill, who has toured extensively in Europe with her solo performances, will
perform three pieces and KC will give us a sneak preview of a piece soon to premier in New York City. Admission to this event is free, and it will be held in
Seabury Hall, room 47.

Thurs - Sat, Feb 27 - Mar 1 8:00 PM
Trinity's Winter Theater Production, Up Front and
Persona 1, will be performed at the Goodwin Theater. It
is directed by veteran Hartford Stage Company Director and Trinity Professor, Reggie Montogomery. An
evening of poetry, monologues and sketches written, developed, and performed by students from Professor
Montgomery's fall semester Performance Workshop,
about their lives and their experiences as Trinity Students. Tickets are $8 general admission and $5 discounts.

jBbapel Ifappenings

7:30 PM

The Central Connecticut Chapter of the Connecticut Civil Liberties Union invites you to a panel discussion addressing issues of free speech and its attempted
regulation in cyberspace. Columnist and radio personality, Colin McEnroe will be moderating the discussion.
The panel members will include Barry Steinhardt, Robert W Peters and John Langland. This event will be held
in the Rittenberg Lounge, and refreshments will be
served..
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4:15 PM

The Latin American Studies Department presents a
lecture by Professor Lowell Gudmundson of Mount
Holyoke College entitled "Postmodernism & Latin
America in the Classroom: a Skeptic's view of the Virtues of an Approach." ,This lecture will be presented in
theFacukyClubinHamlm. :
... '
; i..

iiiililis^
Rotaari Catholic Mass

Thurs, February 27

4:15 PM

The Latin American Studies Program presents a Lecture by Professor Jeff Lesser of Connecticut College entitled "Becoming Brazilian: Immigration, Ethnicity and
the Struggle for Identity." This lecture will be presented
in the Faculty Club in Hamlin.

CINESTUDIO
Star Trek: First Contact (PG-13)

Wed - Sat, Feb 12-15 7:30 PM

(1996) Directed by Jonathan Frakes. Written by Brannon Braga and Ronald D, Moore, based on the series by Gene
Roddenberry. Cast: Patrick Stewart, Jonathan Frakes, Brent Spiner, Marina Sirtis, Michael Dorn, Alfre Woodard, James
Cromwell, Alice Krige. Cut loose from the original Star Trek cast, The Next Generation flies on their own into film
history at warp speed, directed by none other than William Riker (akajonathan Frakes). This time out, it is the Borg,
unthinkingly ruthless as a virus, who are out to zap the federation by going back in time to prevent Earth's first
contact with alien cultures. For those of you out there who still miss your weekly fix of Jean-Luc Picard and his loyal
cohorts, or are still wondering if Data is fully functional, don't miss First Contact on Cinestudio's gigantic screen. 112
min.

Get on the Bus (R)
Why Ask Why?

Wed, February 12

Fri - Sat, Feb 14-15 9:50 PM

(1996) Directed by Spike Lee. Screenplay by Reggie Rock Blythewood. Cast: Ossie Davis, Charles S. Dutton, Richard
Belzer, Andre Braugher, Isiah Washington. Guerilla filmmaking at its best, Get on the Bus is Spike Lee's provocative,
open-ended response to last year's Million Man March. His brilliant snapshot of black America takes place on a bus
ride to the march, from South Central LA to DC. The rnost diverse group of African American men ever seen on
screen (including a gay couple, a buppie actor and a biracial cop) comes together make a brave start at unity. With
the music of Curtis Mayf ield, The Neville Brothers, A Tribe Called Quest, and more. "This/Urn hashumor, heart, pride
and an inspired cast."- Peter Travers, Rolling Stone. 122 min.

Rendezvous in Paris (not rated)

Sunday, Feb 16 2:30 PM
Sun-Tues, Feb 16-18 7:30 PM

Directed by Eric Rhomer. Cast: Clara Bellar, Antoine Basler, Aurore Ruascher, Benedicte Loyen. New Waver turned
Old Master Eric Rhomer (Claire's Knee) brings a delightful light touch to three tales on the shifting passions of young
lovers in-Paris. Much of the film's freshness comes from Rhomer's choice of using unknown actors and the immediate look of his hand held camera. The stories' brief encounters, missed rendezvous and last minute changes of heart
are elegantly revealing about the element of chance in all human relations. And Paris, from the Tour Eiffel to the
obscure Quartiers, acts as both muse and a living character with its own seductive personality. "Rhomer does for
Paris-whatWoodyAnendoe5forNewYork."-JanetMaslin,NewYorkTimes. lOOmin.
Compiled by Christine McCarthy UcMorris
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Through Sun, March 2

Visiting Writer's Series

THE ARCHEOLOGY OF MEMORY: Photographs by
John Bloom, Dennis Farber, Nancy Goldring and Marc
St. Pierre will be on exhibit in the Widener Gallery.
From pinhole camera prints to photographic composites, these artists investigate personal history, memory
and the passage of time. Their work presents a layered
sense of place located within the convergence of historical time, imagined spaces and remembrance. Gallery hours are Monday through Friday 12:30 PM - 5:30
PM, and weekends, 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM. Admission i s free.

As part of the Spring 1997 Visiting Writer's Series, the
Department of English presents Michelle Cliff, the Alan
K. Smith Professor of Language and Literature. Smith
will be reading from her fiction on Tuesday, February
11, at 5:30 PM in the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hal 1. Tillie
Olsen describes one of Cliff's books, No Telephone to
Heaven, as "A tour de force. I very much admire what
she does with language, and the fact that she's struggling
with central issues of our time. A powerful book, truly
a stupendous achievement: the complex sense of Jamaica with its anguish and its beauty. In her generation, Cliff is rare and is already distinguished as a writer
of great substance and power."

Through Sun/March 9
Three curators combine forces in an exhibition,
Heaven and Hell, that illuminates themes of decay and
corruption, hope and infallibility, and judgment and
injustice. Margaret Bodell brings together documentary
and photographic work, by artists and civilians, inspired by the legendary Holy Land USA in Waterbury.
Jeffrey Green of the Connecticut Prison Association has
selected work by Lester Allen, Dennis Coleman, Pedro
DeClet, Trev Hedge, Michael Iovieno and Michael
Reddick, all participants in CPA's Correctional Art Program. Peter Wake, in addition to showing his paintings made in Connecticut prisons, presents work by
Bobby Neel Adams, Joan Fitzsimmons and Walter Lab.
The exhibition is at Real Art Ways, 56 Arbor Street, in
Hartford.

Check out the Tripod's
NEW WEBSITE

Ferguson Prizes in Government
The Ferguson Prizes in Government, founded in 1890
by the late Professor Henry Ferguson of the Class of
1868, are, offered for the two best essays submitted for
any undergraduate course, tutorial, or seminar in the
Department of Political Science during the academic
year. All essays must be typewritten. They must be submitted to the Chair of the Department by March 21,1997.

The Christophers' Video Contest
All college students are invited to enter The
Christophers' Video Contest by the deadline, June 6,
1997. The contest, specifically designed for college students, includes cash awards of $3000, $2000, and $1000
for the top three entries. In addition to the cash prizes,
the winning entries will also be featured on the weekly
syndicated television program, "Christopher Closeup."
Film or video productions must be five minutes or less
in length and interpret the contest theme, "One Person
Can Make A Difference." For an official entry form, write
to The Christophers, College Contest, 12 East 48th Street,
New York, NY 10017; or call 212-759-4050. Information
can also be found on The Christophers' web site, http://
www.christophers.org.

Hartford Country Dance

at

http://www.trincoll.edu/info/
pub_student/tripod
*

*

There will be a Con tra Dance on Friday, February 28,
from 8-11PM at the First Church of Christ, 12 South Main
Street, West Hartford, CT. Music will be provided by
Mike Quinn with Jim and Willow Sirch There will be
a workshop at 7 30 Admission is $8 (half price for studdtbrwltll IE>s and first time dancers). For more'information, call 860-666-2124.

Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, February 13
Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
12:20 PM; 2:50 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:20 PM;
12:20PM; 2:25PM; 4:30PM; 7:05PM; 9:15PM
11:45 AM; 1:00 PM; 2:20 PM; 3:45 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:00 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:40 PM; 10.05 PM
12:45 PM; 3:00 PM; 5:25 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:10 PM
5:10 PM.
2:35 PM; 5:05 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:55 PM
11:50 PM; 2:30 PM; 7:40 PM; 10:15 PM
12:10 PM
1:15 PM; 4:15 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:45 PM
12:15 PM; 2:30 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:45 PM
1:20 PM; 4:15 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:55 PM
11:30 AM; 12:00 PM; 2:05 PM; 2:35 PM; 4:40 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50 PM; 9:50 PM;
10:20 PM
Beverly Hills Ninja (PG-13) 1:10 PM; 3:10 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:25 PM; 9:25 PM
12:00 PM; 2:30 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:45 PM
Beast & Beautician (PG)

The Relic 0 0
The Pest (PG-13)
Star Wars (PG)
Shine (PG-13)
Shadow Conspiracy (R)
Scream (R)
Metro (R)
Meet Wally Sparks (R)
Jerry MaguireCR)
Gridlock (R)
Evita(PG)
Dante's Peak (R)

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Times are valid through Thursday, February 13
Prices: $5:50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
Michael (PG)
7:10 PM; 9:05 PM; 9:15 PM; 11:10 PM
Fierce Creatures (PG-13)
7:20 PM; 9:00 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:10 PM
The People vs. Larry Hint (R) 7:00PM; 9:15 PM; 9:25 PM; 11:40PM

Elm Theater •- New Britain Avenue, Wednesday, February 5
:
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Times are valid through Thursday, February 13
Prices: $3.50 general admission; $2.50 matinees
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820

... Michael (PG) .'
7:15 PM; 9:30 PM
The People vs. Larry Flint (R) 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

Wednesday, February 12
11:45 AM

A Hillel Student/Faculty
Lunch will be held in the
Rittenburg Lounge.

8:30 PM

African food will be served in the
Bistro until 10:00 PM.

9:00 PM

"People of Goodwill" will be playing in the Bistro until 11:30 PM.

10:00 PM

Jungle Fever will be shown in McCook Auditorium. Admission is
free.

Thursday, February 13
8:00 PM

Women of the Calabash will be
performing traditional African
dance, music, and song in the
Washington Room.

9:30 PM

"BoonDoggie," and Acoustic duo,
will be playing at the Bistro.

Friday, February 14
7:00 PM

Alvin Carter will be in McCook
Auditorium until 9:00 PM.

9:50 PM

Get on the Bus will be playing at
Cinestudio.

Saturday, February 15
8:00 PM

SLRC will be holding at trip to see
Having Our Say at the Bushnell.
Tickets are $15 in SLRC.

8:00 PM

Coming to America and The Nutty
Professor will be playing in McCook Auditorium. Admission is
Eree.

9:50 PM

Get on the Bus will be playing at
Cinestudio.

Saturday, February 22
800 PM
' ''

Mokom X will be playing in Mc' Cook Auditorium.' Admission is
free.

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assemblingcircuit
boards/electronic components at home.
Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings in your local area.
call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000
"SPRING BREAK'97*
:
IT'S HEAVEN!!
WAKE AND BAKE
IN THE HOTTEST DESTINATIONSFREE PARTIES!!!
ORGANIZE GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE
LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEE
FR:$99
1-800-426-7710
WWWSUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
BEGIN YOUR CAREER SEARCH
BY LOOKING FOR A SEAT
ATTEND OUT CAREER SEMINAR AND JOIN A
WINNING TEAM.
JOHN HANCOCK, AN OFFICIAL OLYMPIC
SPONSOR SEEKS HARD-WORKING, SELF
MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS. YOU WILL RECEIVE
OUTSTANDING SUPPORT, COMPETITIVE
COMPENSATION, AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO
TRAIN WITH SOME OF THE BEST.
FEBRUARY 13,1997, ,7:30 PM
EAST HAVEN, CT
RESERVE YOUR SEAT TODAY!
1-800-5-SEM1NAR, EXT 126

Interested in working for the
Trinity Tripod?
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

'

'

.

.

The 1997 staff is looking for writers and photographers, so join the editors for their weekly meeting in the
basement of Jackson Dorm on Tuesday nights at 9:30.
* * * * * * * *
For more information, please call X2589,
or email the staff at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

ARTS
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One Man Show "Spic-o-Rama" Hits Home
Willie, if not more, and adds to
the comedy.
The most poignant scene of
this act is the final one in which
the audience watchesjavier. He
is a young man confined to a
wheelchair and a hospital. For
him, speaking is a tedious task
and he is ashamed of who he is.
Of all the characters, this must
have been the toughest for
Ibarra-Rivera due to the youth's
physical handicaps. Yet, he
pulls it off with flying colors.
At the end of the first act, the
audience is tearing, if not crying, due to Javier's discussion of
his strained relationship with
his father and his hate for him.
After this, one is left breathless
and shell-shocked.
Dressed in drag and looking
just as good as a woman, IbarraRivera returns in the second act
as Gladyz, the mother of Miggy

BY KERRY MCKEVITT

Arts Writer

Did you think that you had
family problems? Well, then,
you ain't seen nothing yet.
In John Leguizamo's latest
theatrical comedy, Spic-ORama, the members of a dysfunctional Puerto Rican family
introduce themselves and discuss who they are and their relations with their immediate
family. Ricardo Ibarra-Rivera,
- last year's star of another John
Leguizamo hit, Mambo Mouth,
is once again the star and shines
quite brilliantly. On the cozy
TheaterWorks1 stage, he portrays each character, male and
female, with an unique and distinct flavor. The first act focuses
on the second generation, or the
siblings while the second act
shows the parents.
Immediately, Miggy, the nineyear-old boy, presents the audience with a composite picture
of his family, the subject of his
oral science project. Slipping in
and out of facts and fibs, Miggy
explains that his fam ily is crazy
and dysfunctional. Using the
projector to show each family
member, Miggy comments on
the person and his relationship
with him or her.
Basically, the boy is preparing the audience for the family
members whom they will meet
later in the show. Ibarra-Rivera
plays Miggy amazingly well
and taps into a young boy's energy and humor. He is quite lovable, neuroses aside.
Miggy's older brother and role
model, Krazy Willie is a former
Desert Storm soldier. When the
audience meets him, he is sing-

and his brothers. Like Miggy,
she is a talkative and energetic
woman.
While sharing her family
gossip and lamenting about her
husband's wandering eyes and
body, Gladyz shows off her
sassy attitude.
Felix, the father and husband,
is an alcoholic womanizer with
a condescending attitude towards his wife and his sons.
Ibarra-Rivera plays him as a
pathetic patriarchal figure destroyed by his own failures.
Spic-O-Rama is a wonderful
production with strong acting
from Ibarra-Rivera. His range
of acting not only believable,
but also astonishing. He embodies each person and gives
him or her life. If you want
some good laughs and want to
reaffirm that your family is normal, don't miss this production.

Here's To Good
Old Broadway
Ricardo Ibarra-Rivera as "Krazy Willie", one of
the six characters the actor portrays throughout
Spic-O--Rama.
ing one of his favorite songs,
drinking,and, well,chilling. He
hopes to re-woo his girlfriend
and wife-to-be, before she
changes her mind about that
evening's marriage.
Krazy Willie represents a
young man struggling to hold
on to one thing in his crazy life.
Again, Ibarra-Rivera does quite
a good job of portraying Willie

tANNY NAGtER

and his high and low emotions.
Rafael is the "outcast" of his
family. According to him, he is
white, not Latino. His hair is
bleach blond and his face is pale.
Imitating a Shakespearian actor
wanria-be, Rafael discusses his
ambitions and explains that his
real father is Laurence Olivier.
With such an identity crisis,
Rafael is just,as crazy as Krazy

f ;t Y
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I'or a Summer Bulletin

and registration form call
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With Reading Week fast approaching you might get the
urge to leave Connecticut (sometimes there's just too many
trees) and head over to another state with a varied entertainment, pool to choose from. Well with Miss Saigon and other
shows traveling through Hartford you might have gottea the
theater bug,so here are the hottest shows on Broadway if New
York is a possible diversion next week.
CifICA<JQ:.The..tey|vai,.d|ih« 1,970'sBobFosse-"musical
"_ -» t_-J;---nVii.lJ.v«Jiii':i'j.tt^"'ti-^_ J

v.usj&'fcu,, koiig even

™ _ _ _ - , . . , ^ - _ _ _ _ _ _ „ _ . . , . ,, "mikedk'bout
event in the musical theater world. The show has very little
set, and even the costumesaresimple black leotards and such,
but its-the gutsy choreography, score and performers that
make-the show, Bebe Neuwirth of Cheers fame takes center
Stage, as does such musical theater veterans as Joel Grey and
•Ann Retaking, The story of a murder committed which is
then glorified by the media echoes the outrages cases thathave
been delt with lately in. our-society, such as OJ Simpson and
John Way ne Babbit Ift about something yet it's jazzy and fun,
Wow, you can't say that about most shows these days.

w

RENT: The theater critics can argue forever if this show is
worth the hype and the musicmagazines can keep on screaming how it's not real rock 'n roll but the show is selling out
months in advance and the cast recording is heard more
nowadays than any other show recording around. A fad? Well,
maybe. But the fact is that those performers on that stage
scream and shout and drive the message home. For anyone
who hasn't heard the plot there isn't much to it. Basically it is
a collage of different lives living and dealing in New York. The
show speaks more to a younger generation than most of the
other shows on Broadway and,frankly, it's fun. Now try to get
a ticket. •
A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON TEE WAY TO THE
FORUM: Some call it the best book ever writtenfora Broad-,
way show. Yeah, that's true. But this comedy speeds along so
..fast and slaps you with its gags and puns so many times you
have no desire to have an intellectual conversation about the
brilliance of the directorial choices. It is a Greek farce. It is a
slapstick .comedy. It is brilliant. And now,toadd to this mayhem, Whoopi Golberg has replaced Tony Award winner
Nathan Lane as Psedulous, the main character. Trot, skip, run
to this showl Not only is it funny but it's got some hilarious
Stephen Sondheim songs. Can't beat that
ONCE UPON A MATTRESS, All I-have to say is Sarahjessica Parker is the lead and someone out there is gonna go see
it. But the revival itself, the princess and the pea story set to
music could hold up without herand that is why it has lasted
so long. It's notforeveryone thou'gh,Tb,e plotis light; the songs
Highly and the physical production filled with primary colors;Xtiswhat most people expect a musical to be, But directed
by Gerald Gultierre, who won-'a Tony test y^ar for his production of Edward Albee's A D&kateBaldwei itxould end up a
- revisionist masterpiece.. Who knows. .
.' .
j ^ c s o m o n B r o a d
'y?&y right now.-If you do hea4 <wtor to New York remember
]thu there's the Tf TS half prise ticket booth-at Times Square
whi^h sells tickets to'certain shows the day-of the perfbr-
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A Classic Is Redefined
For A New Generation
BY ROCIO HERRERA
Arts Writer

sexual references and Mercutio
as a cross-dresser. The late
postal delivery for Romeo
added humor to the ending, although the audience knew that
the late delivery would cause
Romeo's death.
There were definite twists
added to the movie that kept the
audience attentive, although
everyone knew exactly what
would happen in each scene.

I arrived at Cinestudio at
about 7:20 Friday night excited
to see William Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet. The line for
the movie was already outside
the doors and was getting
longer. By the time I finally got
my ticket (around 7:30), half the
seats in the theater were occupied, and the line outside was
still huge-I guess I wasn't the
only one excited to see the
movie. I found a good seat in the
back of the theater where I enjoyed one of the best movies I
have seen this year.
Directed by Baz Luhrmann,
the movie presented a modern
interpretation of Shakespeare's
play. The modern interpretation, however, remained very
faithful to the original text. For
example, the characters spoke
in Old English, but scenes made
the text accessible to everyone.
Guns were used in place of the
traditional swords, but they
were labeled according to the
play (long sword, dagger, etc.).
Luhrmann also added humor to the movie which allowed the audience to identify
with the characters. For example, the classic balcony scene
was changed to show a couple
of teenagers flirting and the guy
wantingtodo more,.than kiss

Luhrmann especially succeeds
in making Romeo and Juliet's
suicide scene captivating. 1
think everyone in the audience
thought for just a tew seconds
that Romeo would see that

the movie were the marked

it was a little shocking to see

20TH CENTURY FOX

The poster design for
the film sums up the
conflict at hand.

Music Scene On
Campus Grows

Romeo poison himself. The
scene became even more powerful because Romeo was allowed to see Juliet resuscitate
before he died. The characters
shared one last love scene before
their death, allowing the audience to see the powerful love
that existed between them.
Needless to say, the acting in
the movie was excellent.
Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire
Danes depicted the love between Romeo and Juliet wonderfully, while the acting by
Mercutio was especially funny.
The entire cast played their role
to their fullest and kept the audience captivated.
Finally, the soundtrack
added the final touch to the
quality of the movie. Songs
from No Doubt and The Cardigans complemented the mood
perfectly.
As Jennifer
Antoniazzi '99 said, "The songs
matched the pace of the movie.
They were fast-paced or soft
depending on the action of the
scene." They also continued the
tradition begun by Luhrmann
in hiscult classic, Absolute Ballroom, in which 80's songs are
covered giving them an offbeat
edge. It caught the audience by
surprise when they heard
Prince's "When Doves Cry" being sung by a gospel choir in the
background as The Friar is deciding whether or not to marry
Romeo of to Juliet.
" " fFs nice to see the onf6
Shakespearian play which has
not been tinkered with much in
its history explored and interpreted in a different way. Generally, Romeo and Juliet is
considered almost "sacred" often discouragingpersonal interpretation. It was refreshing to
see a director willing to bust out.
Wai ting in that long line for
the ticket was worthwhile. This
is one of the best movies I have
seen in a while. The fabulous
acting and the direction by
Luhrmann allowed everyone to
understand Shakespeare's play
and feel the passion between the
"star crossed lovers, Romeo and
Juliet."
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WE NEED:

The Dave Stevens Band at the Bistro.

JAVIER CHACIN

If you haven't noticed also lined up a lot of musilately there seems to be a lot cians to play throughout the
of movement in the music week. The Subverts, "a11pleasscene here at Trinity. Last antly subversive band , were
Thursday the Bistro hosted there last Friday and gave a
the Dan Stevens band, which good concert even though not
drew a, good number of many people were present.
people. Creating a nice blues My guess is that most people
sound the. band could be said didn't know there was anyto have fit right in to the mel- , thing happening. Hopefully
low crowd that was looking ' in the future the information
for a nice break during a busy will get to the Trinity commuweek. In addition to the nity fester and the bands will
Thursday night Bistro hap- be enjoyed by a greater majorpenings the underground has ity of people,

p
Bosey. ;•

3OO ENGLISH MAJORS
127 MATH MAJORS
190 BUSINESS MAJORS
140 FRENCH MAJORS
225SCIENCE,ENV1R..AQ. MAJORS
PROGRAMS DEPARTING
THIS SUMMER AND FALL.
WHERE IN THE WORLD WILL YOU BE
AFTER GRADUATION?
CALL 800*424-8580 FOR MORE
INFORMATION
(SOURCE CODE 5O5B)
*JUN1ORS CAN SUBMIT APPLICATIONS
FOR PROGRAMS LEAVING IN 1998
AFTERMARCH17,1997*
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Burning Leaves Its Mark Memory Is explored A t
On The Old State House The Wiclener Gallery

Memorial to one of the accused
witches, Sarah Good, In Salem Mass.
BY JAVIER CHACIN

Arts Editor

Witches have always been an interesting subject to discuss. The fascination
never seems to stop. The same could be
said for the occult, or paranormal activities for that matter. Those things that
have not been totally explained therefore
taunt us with mystery and surprise. In
the age of science and reason it is nice to
have something that is in some ways
unexplainable. Arthur Miller's award
winning play, The Crucible, has recently
been in the public eye with the release
of the film version starring Winona
Ryder and Daniele Day Lewis. The story
of the prosecution of a number of socalled witches in Salem Massachussettes
•hitsa-netve^Kvaunly because it echoed so
many events in history where people
have been persecuted unfairly.
The Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble decided to perform their piece
Burning at the Old State House. The
whole event became an eerie flashback
reflecting how society used to be when
women were prosecuted in that very
same building. The piece was part of the
Thursday night happenings which has
included an Arthur Feinsod play reading by members of the Trinity Community, and other such events. The room
chosen at first seemed at odds with the
subject matter.
The first thing that might come to
mind in an artistic context when
witches are mentioned are dark, odious
colors and shadows. The performance
area was white. But not just white walls,
or white floors but a completely whit
space.. The wood window protectors that
were closed in order to keep the light
from outside blended into the white
walls which blended into the white columns which blended into the white ceiling. It presented an innocent space in
which to explore the subject matter.

s/.' TV. OUT E Or TO'JRIbM AND CUHURAL AITAIR?

Burning unfolded into numerous
scenes recalling the lives of prosecuted
women, and several themes that overpowered the subject of witches. As always the ensemble took to this task with
a mastery of their selves and what they
wished to represent. Using actual historical accounts and documents of trials as their text they weaved the story of
innocence, persecution and ultimate
death.
The piece opened as dancers KC
Chun, Kathy Gersten and Deborah Gof fe
appeared in all white to frolic among
themselves. A coat hanger stood at the
side of the stage with white garments
hanging of them. During their dance
Lisa Serrambana, wearing traditional
clothing that included a head covering
as well as an apron and a neck covering,
appears an stops the action,J h e dancers,
then go to the coat rack and add the extra articles of clothing to create a more
constricted manner. These pieces of
clothing served throughout the evening
as the physical props to their narrative.
The clothing added dimensions.to the
dance. The ensemble used these props to
envelope each other, to restrain each
other and finally, in a very powerful
moment, to wrap around an unsuspecting woman. The image was extremely
powerful. With no air or room to move,
or even breath, the dancer struggled as
the others pulled on the loose cloth extending from her body.
The performance moved from the
persecution of the witches to the strict
rules placed upon the women at the time
all this mayhem began. This added comedy relief as the dancers, personifying
the regulations, posed more and more
quickly creating a frantic series of movements that left them exhausted. The
piece was extremely well balanced and
displayed the versatility of the performers. Judy Dworin's Performance Ensemble has impressed us once again. •

Become A Bartender In Just
One Week!!!
Day classes: Mon - Fri, 9 AM - 4:30 PM
One week - Graduate on Friday
Evening classes: Mon, Tiie, Wed, 6 PM - 10 PM
3 weeks - graduate on 3rd Wednesday

Free life time job placement.
Next class period begins February 17!
(Coming soon - Spinning & Flaring Classes)
Boston Bartender School in Hartford
614 Asylum Ave.
Hartford, CT 06105
860-S22-1999

From the series, Photoconstructions, 1992-96 by John

JAVIER CHAGN

Bloom.

Memory is the subject of the exhibition on display in
the Widener Gallery in Austin Arts Center. Four artists show their work which encompaaesphotographic
methods with artistic interpretation. John Bloom has
put together differcn t materials centered around photographs which embody different themes. Venn is
Fqrbe,r-n^ixe!$. new and old photographs, to create haunt*
ing images. Marc St. Pierre deals mainly wirfi photo
graphs centered on specific places. Nancy Goldring
goes along the same lines and portrctys moody pictures.
It is impressive to notice the vuried uses of photographs
in Art. In this case you can't help but be impressed.

Alumni Come Back
To Tickle The Ivories
Woldu, an expert on music education in
France at the turn of the century, spoke
Arts Writer
of the influence Schola Cantorum in the
French study of music. Originally calle
Listening to the Austin Pipe Organ is d the School of Religious Music, Schola
an integral part in experiencing the Cantorum was founded in 1892. Its
beauty and mysticism of the Trinity Col- founder, Vincent d'Indy, considered relilege Chapel. The Trinity community gion as the basis of all art - to "lift up the
who gathered Sunday afternoon, Febru- human spirit" through music, one must
ary 9th, definitely experienced the mys- study religion. In essence, d'Indy betery of the Chapel as they listened to six lieved that a musician must seek religion
Trinity alumni play in a Festival Recital to successfully produce and interpret
of French Organ Masterworks. Apart of music. Only after achieving this could
a series celebrating the 25th anniversary a musician produce real "art."
Not only did the accomplished orof the Organ, Floyd Higgins'85, Geoffrey
Greene '87, Christopher Row '91, Chris- ganists pay tribute to the magnificent
tina Fischer '92, Tomoyo Wakamatsu '93, quality of the Organ, but also to their
and Michael Zadig '95 played works by former mentor, College Organist and Difamous French composers such as Cesar rector of Chapel Music, John Rose. The
Franck and Marcel Dupre, followers of a haunting minor chords followed by light
study of music called the Schola arpeggios and runs in many of the
pieces, played with the human spirit by
Cantorum.
Assistant Professor of Music, Gail adding a spice of mysticism and a sense
of peace. The Festival concluded with
Louis Vierne's Pieces de Fantaisie ,
played by Christina Fischer '92. This
piece ended the concert on a joyous note
in1 honor of the inscription on the Organ,
Jubilate (Rejoice).
Sunday, March 16 marks the next
event in this series. David Hurd, a well
known American concert artist, will
once again fill the Chapel with the beautifully haunting sounds of the Organ. Do
not miss it - encountering the mysticism
KE A BREAK STUDENT TRAUE
of the Organ is a unique part of the Trinity experience.
BY LISA DAVIS

]

>

Fine Food
24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527
Pizzas

Sides & Salads

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

$ 3.50
Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
A
large
loaf
of
garlic
bread
seasoned
lightly
with
creamy
garlic
butter
Topping ....$1.00
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Topping ...$2.50 Chef Salad
$6.00
Greek Salad
$ 6.00
Toppings
Tuna Salad
$ 6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad
; $4.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Subs & Grinders
BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna

Specialty Pizzas
S

Red Veggie Design

L

Sheet

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh toma-

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

H a j q a . & , £ b e e s e v , . . : « . . >>..•>••, ••..,, :..•...•.,

$4.25,

Sausage....................
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4,95
$4.95
$4.95

2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only$15taxincl.
278-4334

a
§

g
B
§
•a

Large Pizza

$8.00 Plenty for two!

r>
Small Pizza
g I
9 Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda B I
9
Only $7 tax incl.
i 1
8
278-4334
1 I
a
i S

I I

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda.
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334

Ea urn ma am « a mm

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

1 B

Buy Large Pizza [ j
with Cheese
aa
aa

aa
aa

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$10.00 / 13.50

. An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered zuith mozzarella.'
•'.;•. • •• . •
, . ? ! . , . ! ; :
1

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25

aa
aa

•a

k

F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334

ai

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

E.

a i

u 2 Whole Grinders

a i

aa

Only $10.95 tax incL
278-4334

a i
41 &.!

Gall in Your Order - Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Senior Co-Captain Craig Muse Is Back!
Initially Sidelined By Back Surgery, Muse Returns To Lead Men's Hockey
BY KYLE ARMSTRONG

Sports Writer

The Trinity College hockey team
started slow this season, and it looked
for awhile like they were going to be
absent from the ECAC playoffs for the
fourth year in a row. However, with four
consecutive wins, the Bantams have improved to 7-8 in the league and to 9-10

Senior Profile

Craig Muse
overall,
According to Craig Muse, the Bantam's
senior co-captain, if they win three of
their last five games, they will have an
excellent chance to make the playoffs.
Muse, -who tiimseli has also had an up

and down season, is the main reason the
Bantams have improved so drastically
since the beginning of the season. With
their current four game winning streak
the Bantams are not only within striking distance of the ECACplayoffs butare
gaining momentum as they go.
Muse hails from Melrose, Massachusetts, where he competed in baseball,
golf, and hockey during high school.
After a year of postgraduate education
at Northfield Mount Herman in Massachusetts, where Muse decided to only
play baseball and hockey, he was heavily
recruited for hockey. Many of Trinity's
NESCAC foes tried to lure the talented
Muse, most notably Middlebury.
Craig decided upon Trinity because "I
wanted a cha nee to play four years. Plus,
the school is in a great location as far as
internship opportunities go." .
However, Muse's successful hockey
career almost came toan abrupt haltearlier this season. Late in the first semester, Muse had back surgery. Muse was
sidelined and missed the entire first half
of the season. Without Muse, the Bantams struggled and the future of the season looked bleak.
Instead of taking the year off, Craig
decided to come back and join the team
for the second semester, and what a difference he has made. Muse, who centers
the first line, has solidified the lineup
and given confidence to his fellow teammates; In fact, his two wingsjoe Roberto
'98 and Mike Burns '98 have recorded
career highs in points, with 21 and 24 respectively.
Muse, who has 23 points, says, "My
back still bothers me a little, especially
after the second game in as many nights.
The pain is not enough, to keep me out.

of the lineup, though, because Ijust block
it out of my mind".
As co-captain, Muse feels it is his responsibility to provide offensive leadershi p for the young players. He says, "Neal
[Yonkers, the other senior co-captain
with Muse] did a great job with the team
first semester, and now that I have returned, I have been able to help him [a
defenseman] get the offense going". Muse
has indeed done this, as Roberto and

goal against eventually national champion Middlebury two years ago.
Muse has indeed had an up and down
season individually but seems to be
coming on strong as he gains confidence
in his back and regains his feel for the
game. Likewise, the Bantam team has
had a hard time finding consistency until recently.
Yet, the team has reeled off an impressive four wins in a row. The last of which

"...and now that I have returned, I have been able to
help...get the offense going."
-Craig Muse
Burns, among others, have stepped up
their games.
Muse's career statistics are nothing
short of remarkable. In his four years at
Trinity Muse has recorded a team-high
115 points, including an outstanding 76
points in ECAC competition. In the 78
games in which Muse has played he has
scored 67 goals and dished off- 48 assists.
He has played in 61. ECAC games and has
scored 43 goals and passed for 33 assists.
In his senior season Muse continues to
add upon these statistics. He averages 2
points per game in ECAC competition
and 2 points per game overall. Despite
missing 7 of the Bantams' first games he
is still among the leaders in every offensive category.
He is second to Michael Burns in assists with 13 for the season and 8 assists
in ECAC play. He is second toJoe Roberto,
in goals with 10 in overall play and 6 in
ECAC play.
Muse's career is filled with exciting
memories and captivating performances. No memory is more dear to
Muse than his dramatic game winning

against Amherst saw Muse score 1 goal
and dish out 2 assists. It would seem that
Muse is back and so are his Bantams.
Hopetully, if his back holds up, and
he thinks it would take "a fluke to blow
it out again", Muse can help his team end
the season on a high note.
Muse, an Economics major, is not sure
what he wants to do when the semester
ends. He would love to play hockey in
Europe someplace, but if that does not
work out, "I will probably go in to investment banking," he says.
Whatever he does, Muse, who has also
played three years on the golf team here
at Trinity, will indeed have fond memories of his successful athletic career.
For now, though, he is trying to lead
his team to a post-season none of them
have seen before, and he is trying to do it
with a back many would not even attempt to compete with.
To overcome such a dramatic injury
and return in such good form is almost
unfathomable. For this tremendous accomplishment, Craig Muse should be
commended and applauded.

Information and applications will be available:
Wednesday, Feb. 12
Tuesday, Feb. 25

7:00 pm Faculty Club, Hamlin
7:00 pm Terrace Rm. C, Mather

We're looking for 33 academically committed risingjuniors and seniors who
are interested in working closely with faculty.first-year students, and the
First-Year Program.
Contact the First-Year Office at x5331 for more information or for an
application. Applications due Friday, February 28
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Squash: Brown And OutSwimming ToNewEnglands
BY Liz ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

The women's squash team has finally
done it, beat an Ivy that is. Trinity took
Brown by surprise last week beating
them 5-4. The other action of the week
took place in Cambridge where the Bantams took on #1 Harvard and lost 9-0.
New league rankings have come out
and they show that Trinity has taken
over the #6 spot, moving up one due to
their win over Brown who is now #7.
The story of this team is definitely the
depth that they show. Players in spots
#5-#9 have really shined. They made
the Ivy win possible. Amherst, who is
still ranked #8 though, is coming to
Trinity tonight. This should be an exciting one against a rival who hopes to
jostle up the rankings some more. The
Bantams are now 10-4 with two tournaments and two more regular season
matches to go this season.
Last Saturday the women had the'unenviable task of taking on #1 Harvard.
The Crimson were just phenomenal
beating the Bantams 9-0. Seven points
were the most that any Bantam could
squeak out of a game and the award
here for this achievement goes to Captain Katie Reifenheiser '97. It looks like
the Crimson will be alone at the top at
the end of this season again, but the real
fight will be for spots #3-#8 and Trinity is right in the thick of it.
Thematch of the week award goes to
#5 Sarah Burbank'99. She brought the
Brown win home for Trinity. The scores
were all tied up 4 matches to 4, and
Burbank pulled out her 3-1 (9-1,9-4,910,9-7) win.
Coach Wendy Bartlett was nearly
speechless, "It was all down to Sarah

pull out her win." The Brown squash
center is known to be one, of the most
intimidating places to play due to its
unique construction and boisterous
fans, but Trinity pulled the win right
out from under their noses. This was
because the Trinity wins came from all
players #5 through #9. This included
Burbank, #6 Priscilla Farnum '00, #7
Randy DePree '00, #8 Amanda Tucker
'98, and #9 Emily Keating'99. •
Coach Wendy Bartlett had this also
to say after the Brown win, "It was very
important that we got this win. So
many times we have beaten schools 90 or have lost to a top school 9-0 and
less pressure was on us for a team win,
but close wins like this one are what
strengthens teams."
The records over all for the Bantams
are really outstanding, especially
down low. Both Burbank and Farnum
are 10-4, DePree is 11-3, Tucker is 12-2,
McGowen is 10-2, and Keating suffered
her first loss of the season on the varsity vs. Harvard so she now stands at
8-1.
The top four players for Trinity #1
Gail Davie, #2 Reifenheiser, #3 Paige
Vollmer '99, and #4 Betsy Paluck '99
hope that they can get some momentum back by beating Amherst tonight.
With a win tonight it would help
them go in strong to their first post season tournament, the Howe Cup Team
Championships at Yale which are being held this weekend. This will also
be a good chanceforall team members
to revenge some regular season losses.
The women will finish off their season during Reading Week with a
match vs. # 3 University of Pennsylvania away on Saturday February
22nd and will travel up to Dartmouth
for the USWISRA Singles Champion-

I f 1 hove Q second interview,
they're going to offer methe job.1

This meant Longley wasn't able to
qualifyforNew Bnglands with his team
but may be able to do this weekend
against Coast Guard. Murray '97, Lovig
While the pool has been quiet on Sat- "00, and co-captain Heidorn '97 were
urday afternoons since the beginning able to fill in for Longley last minute.
of this month, the cheers and chants of
Junior Matt Heller had a great weekthe Trinity swimmers can be heard end personally, as he accomplished
miles away. Cries of "Show me the three of his seasonal bests in the 50 and
money!" and "Dominate!" echoed up 100 yard freestyle and 50 yard breast
from New London this weekend as the Tave Fifzpatriclc '97 came in first in the
squads competed in their last seasonal 100 yard freestyle as-well as the 50 yard
tri-meet
freestylesprintand 200 yaxdmedley reThe teams swam some of their best lay with freshmen squad Gorman,
times against the Camels and Bates' Ruggles and Lovig. Tave qualified for
Bobcats on Saturday at Connecticut New IJnglands in bath of these events.
College, Led by the seniors in their last Co-captain McFarland '97, Heidorn,
meet of theseascm, the team was totally and Murray have also qualified for fhe
pumped up for this big swim. This vic- Cnampjonships. "Beating two strong
torious day came down to the final re- .schoolson Saturday with so many great
lay in determining Trinity's one point swims, including many lifetime bests,
winoverBates.57-56. Theyswamright •will'not only motivate the Championship team, but set a precedent for. next
by Connecticut College, 82-3t
Matt Ruggles '00. and Mike Gorman year* * commented Matt Heller.
t>0, placed tHeir best times ever in the
The women also had a fantastic day.
100 yard backstroke. Gorman came in • on Saturday, The meet started with, the
tost with a time of 5655, a new Trinity 200 yard medley relay in. which. TrinCollege Freshman Record, Ruggks ity wasin third place going into thelast
placed third in the same event with an 50 yard's. Giarratano '97 swam the last
impressive time of 57.93. Ryan Young length, and touched out Bates and Con'00 swam the 1000 yard inauoutstand- • necticut College, takingfirst place. The
ing race where he-defeated a Camel op- women posted victories over the Camponent by less than two tenths o! a' els; and Bobcats, 73-40 and 72-41 resecond Patrick "Vegan" Nolen*OO also spectively. Freshmehl'olito has kept up
had his best swim this season in .the her powerful season, continuing to win
butterfly. Wally Moran '00 also first place in all of her events. There are
dropped fourteen seconds in .his 500'• sixteen women from the. team who
freestyle.'
have qualified for the New England
• Ryan Vasquez • 99 qualified for New Championships, which take place the
England Championships in the 50 yard second weekend of Reading Week at
breaststroke, swimming his best this BowdoinCollege. "Thispastswimmeec
season in the 50 and 100 yard breast- was so exciting and a great way to end
stroke; Tragically, classmate Steve the .season ."remarked Karyn Meyer '99.
Longley ^ sustained a serious heel The men are preparing for their New
injury in warm-ups which resulted in England Championships at Williams
BY KATIE KURZ
Sports Editor

NOT ENOUGH?

TOO MANY?

Whether you're overwhelmed with
Come find out what second or call- career options or feeling like you have
no options at all, we can help.
back interviews arereally about
from other seniors who have expe- With only 45 minutes, you can begin to
rienced them. Learn tips about explore Choices, aself-assessment and
how to prepare and what toexpect career information software package
available at Career Counseling.
from an on-site interview.

When
, Febwacray 11
4?OO p-ra.
Wbene
Rittenbeng Lounge
Sponsored b\ the Career
Coiuiselhm Office

Make an appointment with a counselor or come to Quick Question Hours to
get started with using Choices.
SPONSORED

CAREER
-> COUNSELING
OFFICE

LOCATED IN SEABURY 45, EXTENSION 2080
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Women's Basketball Stride Toward NCAA Tournament
BY FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

This past week the Trinity
Women's Basketball Team was
forced to goon the road and play
three tough games against the
Coast Guard Academy, Bates
College, and Colby College. The
Bantams won two out of the
three games to improve their
record to an outstanding 12-3.
This week also saw the emergence of shooting-guard Laurel
Earls '99, who exploded in the
Bantams' first game against the
Coast Guard Academy(10-8).
Earls threw in 19 points with a
barrage of three pointers(4-9)
and led the Bantams to an exciting 59-57 win.
The team struggled throughout the game but emerged in the
end thanks to Earls and fellow
shooting star Meredith Pa pa'00.
Papa scored 13 points and
dished out a team high 5 assists.
Papa's dramatic three point shot
at the end of the game sealed the
Bantams' victory. Sarah Martin
'98 continued to be an offensive
force as she grabbed 5 rebounds
' and pounded in 11 points. Fel-

Earls continued her inspired opponent ranked in the New
low inside scoring threat,
Carolyn Canty added 6 points play as she tossed in 9 points England top 10, this time crushand a surprising 6 rebounds. ing the Trinity Bantams, 99-73.
and 7 rebounds.
This past weekend the Ban- Seemingly, Earls has found her
The Bates team simply played
tams faced their biggest test of nitch after her superlative per- incredible defense and used 20
the season as they travelled to formance at the Coast Guard point performances by two of
Maine to play both Colby(12-5) game.
their players (Sarah Bonkovsky
and Bates(15-3). These are three
The Bantams trailed the and Emily King) to dismantle
of the best NESCAC teams and game at halftime 26-29 but the Bantams' scoring attack.
the weekend played a critical pulled through in the second The Bantams were held to 32.2
role in the Bantams battleforsu- half thanks to, "a lot of emotion percent shooting from the field
premacy in the league.
and scrappy play," according to while Bates coasted, shooting
On Friday night, after a point guard Colleen McGlynn over 54 percent.
strenuous drive up North, the '98.
Coach Pine commented,
Bantams pulled.out a "huge
As the game went down the "Having played such a huge
win," according to Head Coach stretch the Colby team began to game only 14 hours earlier was
Maureen Pine, as the Trinity de- ' foul regularly, resulting in fre- really tough. However, you can't
feated Colby, 64-58. Senior cap- quent trips to the free throw line take anything away from Bates.
tain Susan Dinklage carried the for Megan Shutte '00 and They are a great team and have
Bantams as she poured in an McGlynn. Both players seemed defeated some really good
exceptional 21 points and calm on the line and shot well teams this year."
grabbed 11 rebounds.
to secure the Bantam victory.
One person Bates was unable
Throughout
the year Shutte finished with 11 points to stop was fabulous freshman
Dinklage has turned in all- and 5 rebounds. Gretchen Gretchen MacColl. Throughout
around performances, regularly MacColl continued her tena- the season MacColl has sporadileading the teams in most offen- cious play as she added 12 cally exploded for huge games
in both points and rebounds.
sive categories other than scor- points and 5 strong rebounds.
ing. For the first time since early
After the grueling battle with Against one of the best defenin the season Dinklage had a Colby, the Bantams were forced sive teams in the NESCAC,
scoring explosion and drained to turn around on Saturday and MacColl scored 18 points and
shot after shot. Her fine perfor- battle one of the best teams in grabbed a staggering 22 remance gives .teams another New England, Bates. Unfortu- bounds.
scoring weapon to be weary of nately, for the fifth time in their
Other Bantam notables were
on this potent Bantam squad.
last six tries, Bates defeated an Colleen McGlynn's 9 assists,

Laurel Earls' 13 points and 8 rebounds, and Sarah Martin's '98
10 points in only 9 minutes of
play. The team continues to
have a different player step up
each game and continues to
share the scoring load.
Martin continues to lead the
Bantams scoring attack averaging 12.3 points per game and
nearly 6 rebounds. Dinklage,
MacColl, and Carolyn Canty '98
are each averaging over 7 points
per game and over 5 rebounds.
The Bantams inside game is one
of the most feared in the league
as they have four solid power
players with the capabilities of
having enormous games: Martin, Canty, MacColl, and Caitlin
Luz'00.
This upcoming week the
Bantams will face several enormous tests which will more or
less decide their fate in their
quest for the NCAA tournament. On Tuesday, the Bantams
will battle NESCAC rival Williams at home at 7:30. Then the
team will travel to Tufts for a
2:00 game on Saturday before
returning to Ray Oosting for the
Amherst game on February 18
at 7:30.

Track Runs Towards New Englasids Hockey Wins Four Straight
BY YOLANDO FLAMINO

Sports Writer

This past Saturday, the Track
and Field teams traveled to
North Hampton^ MA to compete in the Smith Invitational.
Ttie:\arge tiumber of schools
provided tough competition
for the Bantams, but due to the
talent, a number of athletes
were able to meet the qualifying standards for the Division
III New England which take
place this Saturday.
At Smith there were a con- .
siderable amount of league
schools, which also allowed for
a preview of some of the competition at the upcoming meet.
These schools included
Amherst,
Williams,
Middlebury, and Tufts, along
with various non-league
schools, such as Springfield.
Despite the talent at the
meet, the women's team fared
well. Leading the way for the
team was senior co-captain
Michelle Miller. Miller ran in
four races, the 55 dash, 55
hurdles, 400 meter, and 200
meter. Although she did well
in each event, the highlight
was the 55 hurdles. Miller not
only won the finals, but also
provisionally qualified for Nationals, which are in Wisconsin on March 8.
Another standout senior
was Jill Romano of East Hartford, CT. Romano considerably
lowered her 1500 meter time to
5:04 minutes as she placed
fourth in the meet.
Romano accomplished this
by steadily progressing to the
front of the pack during the
first half of her race. She then
took the lead and increased the
gap between herself and the
other runners, as she went on
to win her heat. Romano didn't
call it a day after this fine performance though.
She again stepped to the line
for the 1000 meter race and ran
it in a similar fashion. She
again captured a scoring position, finishing sixth in the In-

Appleyard came in second
with a time of 4:09.
In the shorter races, Trinity
also had some excellent performances. Without the senior
leadership of Jon Karp, sidelined by injury, the young
squad had to compensate. This
stiEE coitipetkiofi- •••Hei tiine;6f . w a s successfully done by
10:58 is her best thus far this
Karp's very own prodigy, Peter
season. Mendell, pleased with
Young COO). Young ran the
her performance, stated, "I felt
400, a new race to this stellar
comfortable. I didn't go out too
athlete, in an incredible time of
fast and there was plenty of
44 seconds, a new collegiate
people to pace off of. It worked
record,
out well; Ifelt good throughout
Young continued when he
most of the race.1'
later ran a blazing 200, which
was good enough for second
In a separate heat two other
place in a talented field.
Trinity runners competed in
the same distance. In her first
Commenting on these perrace of the season, Thania
formances, his mentor, Karp,
Benois ran extremely well as
stated, "I'm pleased with what
she won her race in a time of
he did today. He didn't let any11:08 minutes. Close behind
thing stop him. He went out
was Sonya Worthy "('98) with
hard and ran tough the whole
a time of 11:27, which qualifies way. This kid's got a future,
her to compete in the New Enlook out for him."
gland meet this weekend.
These achievements did not
overshadow the efforts in the
Rounding out a day of fine
500 of Matthew McShane ('99)
performances for the women
and David Aucoin ('98).
were two sophomores, Nicole
Aucoin finished second and
Hanley and Beth Doran.
was. directly followed by
Hanley ran the 600 meter
McShane in the standings,
dash in a,season best time of
with the respective times of
1:45 minutes. Although this is
1:10 and 1:11 minutes.
a fairly new race for Hanley,
she placed eighth and continExcelling off the track was
ues to improve with each meet; freshman Benjamin Goss from
Doran, competing in the York, ME. This high jumper
weight throw and shot put also
cleared a height of 61", which
continues to show improvewas a personal best and alment. Doran threw well in the
lowed him to secure points for
shot put and even better in the
the Bantams. _
weight throw as she heaved the
Although the teams faced
weight just under 35'. This dissome formidable competitors,
tance was a personal best for
they had a successful meet.
Doran.
Coach Suitor was pleased, saying, "That just about everyone
Opening the day for the men
had a good day. It went very
was Eric Lavigne C98) in the
well."
5000 meter race. Lavigne finished in second place of a large
The teams hope to carry this
field with a time of 15:45. This
positive momentum over into
time automatically qualifies
next week as the women's team
Lavigne for the New England
travels to Bowdoin and the
meet, where he hopes to shave
men's team travels to MIT for
off some additional time. Sethe New England Championnior Robert Johnson and jun- ships on February, 15. This is
ior Ben Appleyard competed in
the meet all of the athletes have
the 1500, both running fine
been training for and should
times. Johnson finished fifth
provide some exciting mowith a season best of 4:11 and
ments.
vitational.
Having their example to follow, the women in the 3000
meter race also performed
well. Leading the way was
sophomore Kim Mendell.
Mendell ran a consistent race .
as she finished fifth against

BY FRJD SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

. Mike Schulz '9& and
' James Devine '99 each had
two assists to lead the Bantams.
Once again Jeff Blair was
, magnificent: stopping 34

The Hockey Team won its
fourth game-in a row this
week when they defeated
shots
njjhfci College 7-5. ., >..,.• K;^. In th^ latest,, victory, the
TOe1'winning streak* isegaW'^BtetatHs defeated a tough
back onjanuary 31, when the
Amhersc
team
at
Bantams defeated Holy Cross
Kingswood-Oxford. Mike
on rtie road, 7-3. In that game
Bums '98 simply took over
seven different players scored
this game. He scored 4
for the Bantams and Jeff Blair
points, scoring one goal and
V9 had 30 saves.
giving3 assists to his streakThe Bantams then travelled
ing teammates.
to Connecticut College where
Joe Roberto'98 continued
they pulled out antapre'ssive
his scoringsuccess this year
5-2 win, The team was led by
as he added 2 goals and an
Dan Sullivan '99 who scored , assist. Roberto leads the
two goals. Blair continued his ';•' team in scoring this year
wizardry in the net stopping
with 14 goals.
37 shots. '"
Craig Muse added a goal
and two assists. While Blair
On February 7, the Banhad 34 more saves.
tams welcomed North Adams
State to the Kingswoad-OxThe Bantams will travel
ford rink in West Hartford.
to Colby on Valentine's Day
The Bantams 'slashed North
and will face Bowdoin on
Adams 7-2.
the following day. OnFebruary 21, the Bantams return
The game was tied 2-2 in
home to battle Salem State.
the second period when the
This is a critical stretch
Bantam's went on to score five
for the Bantams if they want
unanswered goals,
to reach the ECAC champiTim Rath '98 scored a career
onships, something none of
high two goals and added an
the current players have exassist in the impressive vicperienced.
tory. '

Freshman Hughes Leads Wrestling
tobenomatchtoeitherofthe
overpowering teams.
Sports Writer
Despite thedifficult losses,
trie Bantams rolled over
The Bantam wrestlers were Kings Point by the score of
back on the mat last Thurs- 34-12. Freshman Dan
day night against the Coast Hughes started the match
Guard Academy. Trinity with a decisive pin which fuwrestled tough but fell by the eled the rest of the team,. Inscore of 29-18.
spired by Hughes, the team
Dan Hughes (118), Tim dominated Kings Point and
Barrett (167), Ty Bookman went on to a solid .victory.
(177), and Mike Unnon (190) Each, of the Bantams put in
all wrestled extremely well impressive performances as
for the ypung Bantams,,
the bantams rolled to a big
to this pastwsekend's ac- victory.
tion, the Bantams • were '- The Bantams are home on
decisbnedfor liheloss against Wednesday night at 5:30 PM.
'Springfield a'rid'Plyrriouth <' H 'Unit D" against.Wesleyan.
Mi01
Jht Bantams :' University a,ad American Mr
'• j^njattopalColteg
V
Bv JASON GABRIELE
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Men's Basketball
Feb 12 vs. Williams; 7:30 PM
Feb. 15 at UMass-Dartmouth; 3:00 PM
Feb. 19 vs. Amherst; 7:30 PM
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Rules: The first person to answer all five trivia
questions correctly and leave a voice mail at the
Tripod by calling extension 2589 will win a pitcher of
Milwaukee's Best from the View. Good Luck and
Happy Valentine's Day.
In Honor of Hallmark's Creation...Valentine's Day...

1 This 1997 Slam-Dunk Champion should expect his Valentine
from musical superstar Brandy.

Women's Basketball
Feb. 11 vs. Williams; 7:30 PM
Feb. 15 at Tufts; 2:00 PM
Feb. 18 vs. Amherst; 7:30 PM
Feb. 20 at Western Conn; 7:00 PM

Men's Wrestling
Feb.l2vs.A.I.C/Wesleyan;5:00 PM
Feb. 15 at Rhode Island College; 1:00 PM

2. This former member of the Los Angeles Lakers, the Phoenix
Suns, and current member of the Dallas Mavericks may not receive
any Valentine's this year because, like Connie Swail of Dragnet, he
is a sworn advocate of celibacy.
3. This Braves' slugger used to get Valentines from actress/model
Hale Berry.

Women's Swimming
Feb. 21-23 New England
Championships at Bowdoin

4. This LPGA champion gets her valentines from former Mets 3rd
baseman and current manager of the Reds, Ray Knight.

Men's Ice Hockey
Feb. 14 at Colby; 7:00 PM
Feb. 15 at Bowdoin; 3:00 PM
Feb. 21 vs. Salem State; 7:30 PM

5. Randy "Macho-Man" Savage's old flame who used to. receive
flowers from the crowd and from George "The Animal" Steele(the
notorious turnbuckle muncher).

Men's Squash
Feb. 20 vs. Amherst; 6:00 PM
Feb. 21-23 NIRSA Team

****»«%*,»
Last Week's Winner: Brett Miles
Answer to Last Week's College View Cafe Trivia...
1. Wesley Walker
2. Larry Walker
3. Herschel Walker
4. Kenny "Sky" Walker

Men's Indoor Track
Feb.15atM.LT.

Women's Indoor Track
:

5. Daryl Walker

The Sports Editors of the Tripod want to apologize to senior
sports writer Pete Rhoads. In last week's issue, the editors mistakenly placed an older article instead of placing the correct one.
Pete has diligently covered the exciting news of the Men's Squash
Team throughout their season and the editors apologize to Pete

eb. 15 at Bowdoin

Women's Squash
Feb.ll vs. Amherst; 7:00 PM
Feb. 14-16 Howe Cup at Yale

SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW
•••..-•A-:,

.

I

Happy Valentine's Day
$10 Special with this coupon
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

-wf,>**'

GOOD NOON UNTIL 8 PM, EXPIRES WHEN YOU GRADUATE

Tuesdays $3.50 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.50 Pitchers*
*=Mil'sBest

Mulfinger is once
again putting.up dramatic numbers for the
iMen's
Basketball
Team. On their two
game road trip to
i Maine this weekend,
Mulfinger averaged
an astonishing 30
points per game. Dare
I say "El Fuego?"
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Men's Basketball Turn Hopes To ECAC Tournament
BY MIKE CHUTE

Sports Writer

The Men's Basketball team fell to 10-7
over the weekend, virtually eliminating
any chances of an NCAA Tournament
bid. Following a heartbreaking loss to
Clark, the squad nearly pulled off an upset against a very good Colby team. The
Bantams salvaged a victory against Bates
on Saturday.
Despite losing two out of three, Coach
Ogrodnick was pleased with the effort.
Their are six games left in the season,
four of which will be at home where
Trinity is 5-1. Craig Moody spoke of the
teams post-season chances, "We definitely have a good shot at making the
ECAC tournament, I don't know about
the NCAA's, it looks doubtful."
Trinity's guards have been playing
quite well of late. Among Division III
players, John Mulfinger is the top scorer
in the state, with a 21.1 average. Moody
averaged 20.5 over the weekend.
Brendan Gallagher's departure has left
a huge void in the middle and has forced
some players out of their natural position. On top of this Kevin Bednar is still
ailing from an injury, and has seen his
playing time limited. Trinity no longer
has as much depth in the front court as
they had earlier in the season.
On Tuesday night, the Bantams were
defeated by Clark, 72-70. The Bantams:
trailed by 8 with only a minute and a
half left in the game. The Bantams sliced
into the lead and looked poised for vic-

Colby, 77-71. The Bantams seemed tired
after their long drive up to Maine which
did not help against the White Mules
who entered the game with a record of
15-2. However, the Bantams came out
tickling the nylon. Moody commented
"It's the best I've shot since I played at
Trinity." Both Moody and Mulfinger
seemed unstoppable early on. Trinity led
by a pair at half time, but fell victim to
foul trouble.
Their opponents used a balanced scoring attack and made good on 25 of 31 free
throws, most of them in the second half.
Moody commented, "There was a time
during the game when it seemed like
they were constantly at the free throw
line."
Trinity was led by Mulfinger with 29
points, and Moody with 24. The pair
connected on six three pointers each, as
the Bantams shot 50% collectively from
three point land.
David Hava noted the team's solid effort, "We were able to hang in there for
the entire game."
On Saturday afternoon, Trinity defeated Bates by a score of 84-80.
Mulfinger hit four free throws in the last
13 seconds to ensure the victory.
Kevin Bednar '99 shoots from the line as Marcus Reilly '99 and Dave T H O M BACK
John had 31 points and 11 rebounds,
Hava '97 look on.
while Moody added 17.
tory. Back to back three pointers by they tried to get a shot off, but they lost
Chris Devanney chipped in with eight
Bednar and Mulfinger brought the game possession and wound up suffering the points and 13 rebounds. The game saw
to within two. Clark helped the Bantams' loss. Hava commented on: the loss, "We seven lead changes and three ties in the
cause by missing clutch free throws didn't execute .when, we had to, we had last ten minutes.
Trailing by seven, the Bantams redown the line. However, the Bantams ran to many turnovers and made too many
sponded with a 12-4 run and were able
out of time-outs and were handed an- mental mistakes."
other tough loss on the road. Desperately
On Friday night, the Bantams fell to to pull out the much needed victory

Men's Squash: The Battle of The Unbeatens
move that not all teams can adjust to..
As a result, Trinity has to play on both
Sports Writer
widths all season. The angles are extremely different and the two widths require different strategies. Captain Mike
The Trinity Men's Squash team expeBittner explained the difference when he
rienced their toughest matches of the
said, "Narrow courts require you to be
season this week when they played
more aggressive, and wide courts require
Harvard on Friday and Princeton on
you to be more patient.
Sunday.
Harvard had a distinct home-court
The Bantams, and their loyal fan conadvantage, but when we meet again at
tingent, traveled to Cambridge this past
the nationals we will be playing on the •
week to take on the defending national
wide courts."
champion Harvard. Aided by sixty of the
After the disheartening loss to
Bantam's most avid fans, the Trinity
Harvard it took a heroic effort to beat
Men's Squash Team prepared for the
Princeton in a convincing 6-3 fashion,
battle of the unbeatens. Avid Trinity
Co-Captain Tosh Belsinger '97 said, "We
Squash Booster Claude M. Fuess delooked at the Harvard match as a learnscribed the atmosphere as, "A combinaing experience. The loss humbled us a
tion of a circus and a,chess match."
great deal and we cameout of it hungrier
Trinity's fans were jubilant from the start
than ever."
as both fans exchanged good natured
ribbing.
Trinity's six wins were keyed by the
Bantams superior volleying and better
Although Trinity proved its enthusishots. Co-Captains Mike Bittner and
asm from the first game, it did not apTosh Belsinger stepped up their play by
pear to be Trinity's day, and the Bantams
playing their best squash of the season.
ended up losing the match 7-2. Trinity
Bittner fought through the back pain to
was hampered by injuries to a number
dominate his opponent 3-0. Belsinger
of key players.
grudged out a hard fought five game
Number one player Marcus Cowie1 s
match winning it in the fifth.
injuries to his groin and hamstring were
key elements in his loss to Daniel Ezra,
The rest of the team followed their
Harvard's number one player. The two
lead, beating Princeton handily. Playing
players are among the top five players on
on. the wide courts, Trinity beat
THOM BACK
the international Junior squash circuit. Freshman sensation Marcus Cowie '00 slaps a forehand for the
Princeton 6-3, with Harvard beating
They have met only twice before and Men's Squash Team
them 5-4, showing the difference the
they split the two contests. Cowie's injuwidth of the court makes on the'final
ries have significantly effected his mo- Freeman '98, Trinity's 8 and 9 players, wide courts and Harvard spends eighty outcome.
bility and the match ended with a 3-1 had victories, proving the depth of this percent of their time on narrow courts.
Wednesday at 6:00 the Bantams take
loss.
Bantam team.
With the talent Harvard possesses, on Amherst, at home, on the narrow
Also hurt is Co-Captain Mike Bittner
Although key injuries have slowed the their advantage on the narrow courts courts.
who has been battling back pain all sea- teams' momentum, it was the width of makes them very difficult to beat at
Amherst is a very talented team; this
son. His ailment severely hampered him the court that hurt the Bantams chances home, and it proved to be a decisive fac- combined with Trinity's injuries and the
as he lost 3-0 at the four spot. The two for success. Trinity has played equally tor in the match on Friday.
narrow width of this match could prove
players who won had great perfor- well on both widths all season, but they
Squash makes the final transition to be very difficult for the young Banmances; both Stephen Gregg'97 and Jon practice eighty percent of their time on . from narrow courts to wide courts, a tams.
Bv PETER RHOADS

